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FORECAST
Sunny Uxlay and Friday wAth 
•  few scattered showers over tha 
mountains during the afternoons. 
Little change in temperature. 
Winds light.
T h e  D a ily
HIGH AND LOW
Low tonight and high Friday 
at Kelowna S5 and Official 
temperatures recorded Wednes­
day SI and 77.
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NELSON (CP) — Kootenay I 
potato growers say that while i 
they ship the bulk of their pro-j 
duce to Vancouver, 56 per centj 
^  of all potatoes consumed in their 
own area arc imported from the! 
United States.
And they say that Canadian 
growers exporting to the U.S. 
find a tariff barrier of $15 per 
ton, while American shippers to 
Canada are charged only $7.50 a 
tun.
Local farmers estimate the 
cost of growing a ton of potatoes 
at $35 per ton. They say they 
■yfscll for about $56 a ton. Thus, 
with an outlay of $35 per ton for 
growing. $12.90 for shipping and 
$5.90 for marketing, the profit 
per ton is $3.80, they say. 
i  "Panic selling" by Grand Forks 
^ potato growers was criticized re­
cently at a meeting of the B.C. 
coast marketing board in Nanai­
mo. Creston, Wynndcl and Grand i 
Forks growers withdrew from the ' 
interior marketing board last | 
full. I
The Nanaimo meeting was told] 
that discarding markets control 
by Kootenay growers could de­
press prices on the B.C. main­
land and on Vancouver Island.








PILOT FAILURE GETS BLAME 
FOR MEXICAN AIR CRASH
KAMLOOPS (CP) — Represen­
tatives of 12 interior hospitals 
will meet here Friday and Sat­
urday for the spring meeting of 
the Okanagan district regional 
council of the B.C. Hospitals’ 
Association. Phases of hospital 
operation will be discussed dur­
ing the two-day meeting.
VANCOUVER (CP) — The in­
side wiremen’s section of the 
International Brotherhood of 
Electrical Workers have applied 
«'*to 'th e  tabor Relations Board 
for leave to prosecute contractors 
who have locked them out.
The application, if successful, 
v/ould allow the union to move in 
' the courts to have the lockout 
termed illegal. It alleges "im­
proper notice” of the lockout 
and "discrimination."
KAMLOOPS (CP) — A man 
believed from the Prince George 
arda has been charged with stab­
bing a North Kamloops woman 
who ordered a prowler from her 
home early Wednesday, Peter 
Tylcc, about 23, was remanded 
to June 11 when he appeared in 
police court charged with stab- 
bink Mrs. Henrietta Donnelly with 
.'I'b pen knife. She was reported 
'! Ir g o ^  condition In hospital.
GUADALAJARA, Mc.\ico (AP)—Pilot failure was 
.singled out, today as the mo.si likely explanation of the 
Mexican airliner crash Monday night that killed 45 per­
sons, including 14 Americans and two Canadians.
Gen. Alberto Salinas Carranza, director of Mexico 
civil aviation, said ho found nothing to account for the 
disaster except possible human error.
P ara lle l
Funnels
H it U.S.




?if Columbus last inishing touches to grounds at 
Father Pandosy Mission in 
preparation for rededication 
ceremonies June 15, part of the
city and district’s Centennial 
celebrations. Buildings, part of 
the first permanent Okanagan 
white settlement, were restored 
to original condition as much 
as possible. Lower photo shows
some . of Kaycees spreading 
crushed gravel by tv^ main 
buildings last night. Some idea 
of dilapidated condition of same 
buildings can be gained from 
upper photo, which was taken
at beginning of restorative 
work. Building at rear has been 
torn down while building at far 
left also has been restored.— 
(Courier staff photos — prints 
available.)
VICTORIA (CP) — A religious 
order that has pioneered the mis­
sion. education and nursing field 
In British dolumbla celebrates 
its 100th anniversary today. It 
was June 5, 1958, that four nuns 
of the Sisters of St. Ann arrived 
at Victoria to open a little log 
school in what is now Beacon 
Hill Park.
VICTORIA (CP) — Five B.C. 
civic heads Wednesday were el­
ected regional chairmen of the 
Canadian Fcdcrntlon of Mayors 
and Municipalities. They arc: 
Mayor J. E. Fitzwater, Kamloops 
(Okanagan Vnllcy); Mayor L. 
A. Read. Trail (Kootenay re 
gion); Mayor Pete Maffeo^ Nft-
INSURANCE BENEFITS RUNNING OUT? SPECIAL YUKON 
RADIO SERVICE
KHS Class '5 8  
Sets City Record
Largest graduating class in Kelowna's history will 
be feted at graduating ceremonies at Kelowna Senior High 
School Friday evening.
MENOMONEE, Wis (AP) 
- .\  vicious set of three par­
allel torpado funnels raked a 
destructive furrow across 
northwest Wisconsin Wednes­
day night, leaving a mounting 
toll of at least 29 dead and 
more than 100 injured.
A weather bureau meteor­
ologist said the storm drop­
ped three parallel tornado 
funnels as it swept from the 
Minnesota border toward the 
southeast,
It will be a memorable climax 
for 153 Grade XII students who 
have been looking forward to 
this once-in-a-lifetime occasion 
ever since they left elementary 
school. Excitement is reaching 
fever pitch, not only among gra­
duates, but among other school 
mates and among teachers as 
they prepare to bid farewell to 
senior matriculants.
FUTURES VARIED 
Some of the 153 graduates will 
continue in Grade XIII; others 
will go to university; some to 
nersing schools and a variety of 
higher ports of learning.
Ahdther group Will cut off their 
education and go out to face the 
world without further, prepara­
tion.
In the main spotlight during 
graduation ceremonies that be­
gin at 7:30 p.m., in the gymna­
sium, wilt be . several students 
who will receive special scholar­
ships and awards.
Awards will be based on acade­
mic standards, contributions to 
club work and athletics. One of 
the chief awards will be the Ed 
Welters Memorial Trophy for 
proficiency in .academic sub­
jects, which trophy also gives 
the winner a $25 prize.
Scholarships to be presented 
are:
Registered Nurses Scholarship, 
with $150; Dr. Knox Chapter, 
lODE, Scholarship, worth $200; 
Christina Bcaith Scholarship, do­
nated by the Business and Pro-
Bribe Case
Full fury of the terrible funnel 
struck the small community of 
Colfax where 100 houses were de­
stroyed or badly d a m a g e d .  
Eleven of the known dead were 
found in Colfax ruins. Rescuers 
searched the wreckage for more 
bodies today. At least 100 persons' 
in the community of 1,000 were 
injured.
Only debris-littered basements 
VANCOUVER (CP) — Thelrcfnaincd In Colfax’s rcsidenital 
"Eversfield story” continues Mon- district. An open field nearby 
day in the Assize Court brib-Was a junkyard of storm-wrecked, 
ery-cpnspiracy trial involving for- cars, timber from homes and 
mer lands and forests minister shattered household goods.
Robert Sommers and his actions “We felt the suctiqj^’’ said Melt 
and as^ociatidns while a member vih Hendrickson, 58, of Colfax, 
of the proyincial cabinet. who fled with his Wife and three
In the witness box wiU be 46- children to the basement of their 
year - old accountant Charles hoine.
Eversfield, around whom the pQuuEu uow N ”
Crown has built its 38 - count , , , .. „ .
indictment charging undercover , ^e^w ind was twisting things 
dealings in connection with is- I*’ the-basement. was pour- 
suance of forest management li- down on us. Thp only thing 
cences -  I saw was our water heater stand-
T-, .A j  XU u 1 X , ing in the middle of the base*
For W days the short, s t o c k y E v e r y t h i n g  else was whirl* 
Eversfield has withstood the de- around 
tailed^questioning of a battery of ..j î j^kcd up, and the house 
six^defence,lawyers attempting there.: Wood pieces were
find chinks in his testimony about ^  ^hen the twister was
alleged splitting of funds between ^  ,
Sommers, Grey and Schultz. Governor V e r n o s  Thomson’ 
Often to the embarrassment of early today ordered three corn- 
counsel, Eversfield has -  before .gg of National Guardsmen to 
anyone could stop him -gonc far area for res*
beyond the normabpositive or n e -U e  and rchabilitaUon work, 
gative answers to questions with 1 striking just after the supper
See GRADS Page 10
"explanations” and ’’qualifica-L^^ the twister caught many 
tions.” In the words of one de-'
fence counsel he has been families unaware as their houses
a record that can't be shut off.” were flatteiied about thorn.
VICTORIA (CP) — Municipal
government leaders from across 
(Canada have agreed to ask Ot- 
tawt to help solve the uncmploy- 
men problem and for a clear 
definition of obscenity.
The call came Wednesday, final 
day of the 21st convention of the 
Canadian Federation of Mayors
JLR
TVj
iiaimo (Vancouver Island); Reeve and Municipalitic.s.
M. Nesbitt. JJurrey (Fraser A re.soiution calling for federal
nllcy), and Mayor Carrie Jane 
Gray, Prince George, (northern 
E.C.).
government measures to speed a
solution to the unemployment [gates approved a resolution ask- 
was approved unanl- ing the government to amend the 




It said the public works pro­
gram as outlined by Ottawa to 
ease the situation would not take 
care of imme^diate employment 
needs and warned that unemploy­
ment Insurance benefits arc being 
repidiy exhausted.
Earlier Wednc.sday the dole-
PENTICTON (CP)-Allan Al- 
bert Sewers pf Trail was still in 
hospital Wednesday with a shoul­
der injury he received in a two- 
, car collision 12 miles wc.st of 
Kerenjeos Monday night. WilliUm 
Jones of Trail, driver of the car] 
Ip which Sewers was a passen­
ger, and his daughter wore dis­
charged Wcdne.sday alter trent- 
^  incnt, Driver of the other car was 
W  unhurt.
3-Way Parley To Study
n e w  WESTMINSTER (CP) 
Berry growers in the Fra.scr 
Vnllcy arc UircntcmHl by a serl 
ous shortage of plckcr.s and na 
tional employment service offi­
cials blame the sitviation on n 
lack of "living in” accommoda­
tion and trnns|X)rtation.,
OTTAWA (Cp) — Ju.stico Min­
ister Fulton is to fly to Victoria 
Sunday for a meeting with pro­
vincial, officials about terrorist 
Ixunbings in the Kotdenay valley^ 
it was learned today.
Accompanying Uie minl.stcr will 
be Deputy Justice Minister W. R. 
Jackett and UCMP Commissioner 
L. H. Nicholson.
statement by T. R, McRae of 
Nelson, a member of the dclcga' 
tion which met with the provln' 
cinl cabinet Tuesday.
Mr. McRae said following the 
meeting that “ wheels are set In
motion to arrange an early cqn-
i;in-fercnce between federal, prov 
cinl and municipal nuthorlUcs 
and there is every indication it
KAMLOOPS' (CP)-City coun­
cil Wednesday ordered a crack­
down on viigrants drlftinii into 
Kamttxipti. Gordon W. fxjc Board 
■ iiof 'Trade president, told council 
TMlint the present situnlion is re- 
fpliiclng the main buslncs.i street 
to a skidroad.
JVER (CP^-^lmprovi-d 
mcrchimdiring m e t h o d s  are 
needed to retain British Colum­
bia's lupd>er market in the United 
States, .-'n.vs one of Canada's fore 
most ImulK'r salesman,
Charles R, Widman. 32, said In 
nn tntOrvl^w that, B.C. pr^xtucers 
could hvse their l)cst customerT- 
Ithe United Stnte.s — unless they 
(abandoned' erneker-barrel meth­
ods In a field whero expert sales 
ntatpihtp iU vital. i
VICTORfA (CP) 
ernment o
B, C. gov- 
fficials confirmed stops 
are being taken to hold a three- 
government meeting to deni with 
the problem of terrorists in the 
Kootennys.
The confirmation followed a
will tnk« place.’’ Date and place 
was not' announced.
He nl.so said his group — the 
board of trade—is in favor, of 
accepting the help offered by 
orthodox Douklmbors la the area 
in attempting to solve the prob- 
h ms.
the word “obscene,” thus permit 
ting prosecution of publisher.s and 
producers of obscene literature, 
photographs and indecent spec­
tacles.
Thie Canada — wide conference 
also supported a resolution asking 
the federal government to help 
end the Seafarers International 
Union strike against the Cana 
dian Pacific ferry services on the 
west coast.
ASK EDUCATION AID
A further re.soiution a.skcd 
Ottawa to place provincial gov­
ernments “ in a position wherebj^ 
they will be able to contribute 
more substantially to the co.'jts of 
primary and secondary cduca 
tIon.
An earlier nroposnl that the 
federal government give direct 
aid to municipalities for cduch' 
tion was dropped. .
Mayor H. G. R. Mews of St 
John’s, Nfld., wail elected presi­
dent of the federation. He suc- 
cced.s Mayor Lloyd Jackson of 
Hamilton. \
Thc\ convention picked North 
Bay, Ont„ ns the site of next 
yenr’.s conference, Toronto and 
Winnipeg were nl.so bidding for 
the 1959 meeting.
, OTTAWA (CP)—Con^ruction 
of a $1,000,000 .shortwave radio 
station in the Vancouver area 
to beam CBC programs to nor­
thern Canada was announced 
today by A. D. Dunton, chair­
man of the CBC board of 
governors.
(The 50-kllowatt station, to be 
completed for 1960, tvill be de­
signed to provide, CBC radio 
service to residents of .the 
Yukon ’Territory and the Mac­





CONSTANTINE, Algeria (Rcu - commandcf-ln-chlcf, Gen,
I HOSPITALS JAMMED
The ripping funnel tore Into 
I Wisconsin at Woodvlllc, just cast 
of the St, Crox R i v e r ,  and 
wreaked n trail of spotty havoc 
i»3 far as Ludington, 80 miles to 
Ithe east.
With clcotriclty out, rescue par­
ities used hand torches and head* 
lights’to ,probe the tangled wreck*
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — Elmer 
Brown of New York will take of­
fice June 15 ns president of the 
International .Typographical Un­
ion.
Brown was named Wcdno.sdny 
to succeed Woodruff Randolph, 
who Is retiring after 14 yeans ns 
president, He has been Ran­
dolph’s h.ssistnnt. .
Brown polled 44,735 votes to 
34,954 for the, independent party 
nornlnco, Howard C. Murray of 
Richmond, Va„ in the mail clcc- 
tlori.
' Elected .second vice - president 
wf»,s A* Bovis of Vnn-
cduVon who polled 40,620 votc.s to 
v/in over Glenn H. Hays, Detroit.
cTs)—Gen. de Gaulle arrived in 
this eastern Algerian city today 
and drove through streets decked 
with flags and packed with cheer­
ing crowdSx
He told the people of Con.stan- 
tlne thr^t Moslems and European 
alike would vote equally In a ref­
erendum to reform the constitu­
tion . and later in an election to 
choose their representatives, He 
delivered a similar speech Wed­
nesday bight in Algiors.
The general flow to Constan­
tine accompanied by members of 
hl.s cabinet, the Frcnc|l chief of 
staff, Gen, Paul Ely, the Algerian
Identified dead wer«
See TORNADO—Paga 10
Raoul age for victims., Hospitals over 
Sal'anrand righUst Jacques iJous- the area were crammed with the 
tcllb, who has been reported injured, some reported critically 
promised a “high post” In doPHlV 
Gaulle’s cabinet. 1 Eight
Do Gaulle told a cheering crowd 
of 75,000 gathered around the 
municipal casino that the 10,000,
000 people of Algeria—Moslems 
and Europeans alike—voting on 
the same electoral roll, , would 
take part with all France “Ip the 
referendum in which France de­
cides her destiny.
After the referendum there
Liberals Plan 
Reconstruction
OTTAWA (CP) — Stcp.s nro 
, , , , , ,  , being taken ImmcdlnWly to rc-
wouki be elections in Algeria and Ujyjijj the Liberal party, beaten 
elsewhere for rcprc.scn atlv(!s in ip last two general clcctlonB, 
the public powers of tomorrow; lopposUion Lender Pearson tol(l a
Cancer
D istrict Drives Of Last 3 Years
Kelowna and District Conquer
Cancer Society collected more 
money in the recent drive than 
it has in the past three years.
Final figures released thl,s 
morning by campaign chairman
Fred Bunco dlsclo.scd $0,7.10.60
was subscribed by residents from 
Wcslbnnk nortli to Okanagan 
Centre. Objective was $4,0M, 
Last year $6,124.97 was cflllcct-
0(1, and the year before 16,542.73. and Manllobn,
press conference today.
The Lilbcrnl fcdcrnllon'B 30- 
incrnber national exccuUvo will 
meet hero Juno 18, to bo follow­
ed by a conference of the 100- 
rnemhor national advisory coip- 
mlttce.
Later, perhaps in September, 
Mr. Pearson said, ho will em­
bark on n tour of the four West­
ern provinces, starting in British 
Columbia apd working cast 
through Alberta, Saskatchewan
T
PARtlAMENT AT A  GLANQ
By THE U/VNADIAN TRIiSS 
The (’ommons vofed the gov- 
(innrent $621,593,000 in interim 
nioru'y supply to cover adminis­
tration in June,and July,
CCF House I,«adrr Ilnzon Ar­
gue prcBswl (or deficiency pay­
ments on Prairie grain to offset 
"(he cost-price s(iue'eze,”
rrim e Minister Dlcfenbakcr, 
said there has IveCn no "favor 
ablo consideration” to Saskatch
ewan'.s bid (or a lonn on the 
South Snskatehewnn River jwwcr- 
irrigation project,
CANADA'S HIGH 




Justice Minister Fulton' Indi- 
ehted govenunon) cmploycc.i 
likely will bo granted a' chance 
to answer .nllegntlons against 
them on security grounds. ,
The Uommons meets t(Klny ht 
2;.30 p,m, (EDT) to consider pri­
vate member.'*' proiwKot.s. Tl>e 
Senate alts a 3 p.in. iLDT),
"  ̂ ' ' I
LAKE LEVEL
Level today ......... 101.61
Ixevel a week ago ...........101.23
Agreed maximum 102.5
Agreed minimum .......... 09.5
Record' hlgh^ 1918 ...........101.82
FEDERATION OFFERS THREE, BASIC PLANS
Teachers Ask Federal School Aid
OTTAWA (CP)—n»o Canadlan|crcn.sed federal aid to tho.prov- 
Teaehers' Federation said Tluirs- Inccs and municipalities for el(j-
day the provlnct^s and municlpnl- 
lUcs cannot fulfllH their con.stllu- 
tional resfKm.slbillly in the jnniter 
of educnilon npd it asked the fed­
eral government to step in.
Much greater federal nô sist- 
nnee lor education l.s inevitable, 
the federation said In a 10-pngo 
brief prc.sentcd to Prime Minister 
Dlefcnbnker nnd ids cablncl,
It said there nic: ho "In.super- 
ablo barriers” to greatly In
mentnry nnd secondary cduon- 
tion, ' ' '
J, D. Ayer.*;, fcdcrntlon icJ 
search director, said tho primo 
minister told tho delegation after 
rending Urn brief Uioro was no 
im.sRibiUty of government action 
nt this session of ParUam,cnt;
Tlic federntlon, representing 
some 90,000 tesichbrs, presented 
fables Hint, ilt said, show the dls 
parity of educational opportunity
from provlhco to province. This 
was a "negation of our democ­
racy;’’ '
Allhoiigh (ho British North 
America Act gave control of edd: 
cation to, the provlnccii. ’*th® 
rapid dcvrilopmcnt ()f communl' 
catlona nnd transportation, tho 
growth pf nntlonho^ nnd on im- 
iMirtnnt rolo in inter jatlonnl af­
fairs force U.S to recognize that 
there Is a natlonuLrcsponBlblllty 
to see that all citizcn.'i fOcclvo an 
adequate education.
Tl»o brief proposed threo baslo 
plaius to Improve tho eallbrg of 
icnchera nnd givo Canadian youth 
a better chnnee to receive an ade­
quate c(lucntlon;
(DicsQ Were an cxtoholon of the 
federal  ̂pTovlnclal tax - obarimf 
nrrangcmcntB (»ct with federal 
fUndij cnrnim‘kc<i for eduentton;
a straight fjcr-pupll fcdornl grnnt
lion.for cduchH  and a foundafjioni 
program cstobllshlng n . I>a»lc 
standard o f cdiicoUon liplow 
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C a t e r p i l l a r  I n f e s t a t i o n  
C o u l d  B e c o m e  S e r i o u s
The heavy infestation of caterpillars has 
caused a great deal of concern among resi­
dents, particularly those who live on the 
outskirts of Kelowna.
This latest outbreak is but another of the 
many insect problems facing not only fruit 
growers but those residents who take a pride 
in keeping their homes atuactive looking.
A news story carried in Tuesday’s Cour­
ier outlined what preventive regulations can 
. be takecn, but-for the benefit of those who 
missed it. we repeat the suggested spray 
material to combat the outbreak. Mix SO 
per cent wcttable DDT (three pounds per 
100 gallons of water). However, unless im­
mediate action is taken, there is a possibility 
many poplars and weeping willows will be 
denuded of foliage within a matter of weeks.
According to forest biology laboratory 
officials, Kelowna can expect a big flight of 
nioths some evening late in July or early 
August. These moths deposit their eggs on 
the trunks of poplar and willow trees. Later 
t.hc eggs hatch and the young larvae drop on 
silken threads. Then they start chewing on 
the tender leaves.
This outbreak of caterpillars (they later 
turn into what is called a Satin Moth) could 
be just as serious as‘ a fruit disease. And 
unless an all-out cam pai^ is started to com­
bat these tree pests, the infestation could bc-
come serious. Unfortunately the eggs arc 
laid on poplar and willow trees which arc 
too difficult for the average individual to 
spray, to say nothing about going to the 
extra expense of purchdsing necessary, 
equipment and materials.
If no control measures arc taken, there 
is a danger of many beautiful trees being 
destroyed.
The only practical way to tackle the prob­
lem is for community groups to organize a 
’̂ommittcc, assess every home owner a cer­
tain amount, and engage a custom spray out­
fit. Tlic mosquito control campaign is oper­
ated along the same lines, insofar as rural 
areas arc concerned, although the city of 
Kelowna makes an annual grant to defray 
expenses.
Possibly the provincial government should 
he approached with a view of having the 
forestry department spray trees from the air 
on much the same lines as is done in heavy 
forest areas.
In some cases infestations have ocurred 
miles from any roads or railways and m i^ t 
oc attributed to moth flight or aerial dis­
persal of the larvae. This insect is now well 
established in the interior of British Colum­
bia and is capable of further spread unless 
adequate steps arc taken immediately to 
wipe out the menace.
fefl'
OTTAW A REPORT
R i o  P a l a c e  




(SpecUUy Written For Th« 
(Kelownt Dally Courier)
OTTAWA—"nils column recent­
ly mentioned the bill for half a 
million dollars, which, was pre- 
ented to Canadian tax^yers  for 
bui’lng and furnshing a home for 
our ambassador to Brazil to use 
for four years only.
Hon. Donald Fleming, now min, 
ister of finance, questioned this 
high cost two years ago. when 
he was an opposition MP. He 
was given some details; others 
have come to light subsequentlj’. 
But nobody has yet explained 
satsfactorily why that Portu­
guese palace n Rio de Janeiro 
had to be bought as a gold-plated 
bunk-house for our ambassador. 
For bunk-house it was. It did not 
also house the diplomatic offices, 
which are in our chancery at an­
other address.
The palace Was bought for 
S341.000. This was about $100,000 
more than had been paid just
able dining room furniture which 
he had used in Rio?
The hottest unanswered ques-* 
tion In the Case of the Rio Pal­
ace is: why did our embassy’s 
official records show the Cana­
dian dollars sent for the purchase 
price as being exchanged for 
Brazilian cruzeiros a t 73.885 to 
the U.S. $ on March 15. 1055, 
when the prevailing exchange 
rate, as confirmed by banker,*?, 
was at. that date $1.50? A sum 
of $31,500 disappeared In that 
transaction: a sum which would 
have been saved to the Canadian 
taxpayer If the purchase of the 
palace had been carried out with 
honesty as a current transaction 
between Canadian dollars and 
Brazilian cruzeiros.
There remain many other ques­
tions: what about other charges 
associated with the Rio ambassy? 
And why was such a costly home 
bought for the use of the am- 
basador, when It was known that 
the embassy would have to move 
from Rio to Brazllia within five
W ASHINGTON . BOOK OF THE MONTH CLUB
previously for the Ottawa Exorbitant though the
intended to serve as the official j $2,400 per month was
residence of Canada s prune min- nmhnssndor's nrpvinn-
isters. It Is a dark red stucco
E c o n o m y  O f  S a f e  D r i v i n g
When car owners get together, most of 
them begin to boast about the miles-per- 
gallon their vehicles offer. And usually, if 
anything, they err in favor of their motors. , 
They like to pretend that their own models
arc extremely easy on the pocket book.
In practice, however, very few have learn­
ed how to stretch their motoring dollais by 
getting the most economical service out of 
their automobiles. We still are dominated 
by a philosophy of waste—it may be a relic 
of the war years—which leads us to overlook 
true values of what we possess.
In motoring, the economical way to drive 
Is to keep vehicles in good operating order, 
and to drive safely. There are many things 
to support this contention. An accident or 
breakdown, provided it does not involve in­
jury or death, may not create too much in­
convenience if it occurs within the home 
area, but the cost soars upward when it hap­
pens on a trip far from home.
Steering, wheel alignment, tires', lights and
LETTER TO EDITOR
brakes are important, much more so than 
an engine failure. Yet many motorists keep 
their engines humming to perfection, and 
ignore the other factors until something gives. 
A motor car needs constant care, and this 
in the long run is true economy.
Driving also can add to the cost of oper­
ations,, so if the motorist is careful, he can 
save money every trip. Avoid sudden starts 
and excessive braking. This way, you save 
on gas and wear and tear on your brakes. 
A ticket for speeding is another out-of- 
pocket expense, but this can be avoided by 
slowing down.
An itchy foot on the accelerator means 
wasted gasoline, and this means the motor­
ing economist will be careful in passing and 
in shifting traffic lanCs.
A safe car and safe driving will not only 
save money. It will enable one to live longer, 
by reducing wear and tear on the body and 
mind. That may be the best argument of all 
to persuade iis to keep cars in good .order, 
and to use them sanely.
JAMES K. N E S B in
P e a c e  R i v e r  H i g F i v v a y  B r i d g e  
C o m i n g  D o w n  R i v e t  B y  R i v e t
' TAYLOR BC (CP) — The I remained standing, and removal 
Peace River Highway bridge is of these is expected to be comi 
coming down, rivet by rivet. pleted about the end of August.
It's a Ucklish, dangerous and Tenders for a new brldie. ^
costly lob that must be done to pected to cost about^ $6,000,000 
make room for a new link In the have not yet been called.
1 500 - mile Alaska Highway at Expert ejres keep a constant 
this river-crossing point. 10 miles check on the shrinking bridge 
south of Fort St. John In North- and an alarm system quickly
eastern British Columbia.
Hichway traffic now shares a slender girders or scrambling 
railroad bridge four miles up- oVer huge suspension towers of 
utream impending danger.
tir/tna’F T>H*4P AVER series of long blasts on a
sUll but the steam whlsUe means prepare to
mosi uuuK » H con- means evacuate,
there Red. During removal of concrete
L .^‘irvilJ^^suDervlsor for^f^^ the bridge deck last winter.
dismantUng Job. Ice tw ^ transit readings every
Re BOULEVARDS
The Editor,
The Kelowna Daily Courier.
Dear. Sir:
Kelowna may well be proud of 
its gardens. I doubt if there is 
a town in Western Canada, or 
the U.S.A., where such a high 
perceptage of the residents take 
such a pride in their gardens or 
devote so much time to them. 
Most of the gardens are lovely; 
some spectacular and even the 
poorest at least clean and neat.
In' direct contrast are the 
boulevards, not all of them by 
any means, but enough to ruin 
the overall picture on many very 
attractive streets.
I am aware of the fact that 
the boulevards are the responsi­
bility of the city and that the city 
does at Intervals, when the grass 
and weeds have become several 
feet high, cut them. Even after 
cutting they are a mess, ragged, 
brown and unkempt.
Many property owners main­
tain their own boulevards. Some, 
like myself, with a minimum of 
effort, sufficient to keep it green 
and tidy. Some others go to a lot 
of trouble with flowers, rockeries 
and so on with very fine results, 
too often ruined by an adjacent 
weed patch.
The miiiimum effort may re­
quire fifteen or twenty minutes a 
week.
I think, particularly in this 
centennial year, tl^at a boulevard 
clean-up campaign should be in­
stituted, the objective being to 
persuade each property owner to 
clean up and maintain his own
THE VICTORIA MERRY-GO-ROUND
VICrrORIA—In this month of| It was a good paper, c<Jstlng 
June, in this centennial year of 25 cents a copy, twice a week at 
1958, come two 100th anniversar- first. Some enterprsiing Ameri- 
ies of great events in the history cans from San' Francisco owned, 
of British Colunibia. There vvill 
be more such events as the year 
goes on.
June 5 of 1858 four Sisters of St.
Ann reached Victoria, to start
operated and edited it. Governor 
James Douglas himself Y ênt to 
the rickety building pf The Gaz 
ette to see the first issue run off
I, if Tnulrt have hnooened’’when it^would have had taken , a
A score of steelworkers are dis
, .known Immediately,” says Irv
-iSe job began In February, [ng. ’’and had time to d ear the 
four_ months after 4 ^  LUCKY RECOVERY
Into  th ^ ^  A s  U turned out, one of the,
Uiic collap towers recovered eight or nine railway traffic
River. .
The 2.200-foot suspension span 
was built in 1042 by the United 
States Army ns one of 133 bridges 
on the Alaska Highway and It fell 
when sand and clay around the 
25.00()-ton northern anchor shifted 
TO liND IN AUGUST
The 050-foot, centre span and
inches—and the task of tearing 
off the concrete roadway was 
completed without incident.
Paradoxically,. one of the big­
gest parts of the demolition job 
has involved rebuilding a part of 
the collapsed bridge.
To speed the work, It was de­
cided to pull the leaning towers 
and sagging span erect. This in­
volved pourihg a new 1,000 - ton 
concrete anchor on the north 
bank. '
A donkey engine was used to 
pull taut new cables fastened to 
specially-installed steel beams on 
the north tower. Six giant clamps 
were used to pick up the bridge’s 
oHginal 48 cables and pull them 
taut.
While work continues, Alaska 
Highway traffic is detoured nine 
piiles to cross the Peace on the 
single-lane Pacific Great Eastern 
Railway bridge that, was spe­
cially planked to handle motor 
vehicles. I
The PGE bridge, first crossed 
by n locomotive in mid-May, now 
will bo shored by the motor and
boulevard. If this fails, and 
realize this suggestion will raise 
a howl of proest, then I think 
the city should pass a bylaw to 
make it compulsory. ^
—O ^ously  the city cannot level, 
seed7~water and mow every un­
attended strip. Divided over all 
the property owners it puts no 
heavy load on any individual and 
our taxes,would benefit at least 
tfi the extent of saying what the 




B Y G O N E  D A Y S
10 YEARS AGO 
Ijune, 1948
Numerous complaints have 
the'southern section of the bridge I been received regarding , speed
------  —  boats coming too clqso to tlic
/"/M i m r n  l shore. With lakcshore residents
THE DAILY L U U K ItK  baUUng to keep the water away
«  (rom their homes and gardens,
R. P. MacLcan. Pub r  boats have been dsUirblng
Published every afternoon sand bags that have been piled 
cept Sunday® holidays at 4MMp . front of homes, as well as 
Dc,yle >Avc., K*^owna.^ D.C. b)Uy„Bi,inj{ debris up on the bench, 
The Kelowna qourter Limited. „  . , '  , ,,
Authorized ns Second Class Unoltlclnl returns from the 
Matter Post Office Department, total of 122 polls In Monday a by; 
nttnwn* election gave O. L. Jones a ipn-
Canadian ITesll
Audit Bureau of Clr* K*'**'*''’*’ Conservative candidate 
l l t l o i r  W. A, C. -Bcnnelt and 5.372 votes
l " e  Canadian Pa'SB »s exctu-hver the Llbcfal standard bearer 
flvety entitled to the use for re- L. J. Chambers.
publication of ail news despatches 
credited to It or (o Tha Assoclatco 
Press or Reuters' In this paper 
and also the local newa published 
trorcln. All rights of rcpubUca- 
tion of special dlspatchea herein
5i« also reserved. ^  Subserfptton rates—earner oe- 
iw ry . city and district 30o per 
week, carrier boy collecting every 
3 weeks. Suburtran areas, whert 
carrier or delivery service la 
nralntatned. rates as 
By.'mall. 'In IJ.C.., ^>W^pet 
year; $3.50 lor 8 months; 8200 
for 3 months. Outside DC and 
U.S.A.. M r year; W.M for 
A months; $3j 5 for 3 ^ n th a ,  
slpgla copy iU as price, 8 cents,
Kelowna school teacher, met 
death by drowning while bathing 
in a water storage tank In Cali 
fornla.
SO YEARS AGO 
June, 1008 
At a congregational meeting ot 
the members of St. Michael and 
All Angels’ Church, it was dccld 
ed to'bulld a new church, and 
committee was appointed to go 
Into the matters of cost, site and 
subscriptions. Wo, understand that 
a site has been chosen on Richter 
St, A large amount has already 
been promised by local residents 
and the new edifice will no doubt 
combine .some architectural beau 




A suburban development is, it 
seems, a place where a young 
couple can exchange their birth­
right for a mess of cottage.
An American .student Is splng 
his Alma Mater for not teaching 
him wisdom. A lot of wisdom, 
unfortunately, Is acquired, not 
because of education, but In spite 
of It.
An essential to showing off the 
chemise style of dress Is a grace­
ful walk, we’re told. Biit' showing 
U off is less desirable than 
throwing it off.
To, reduce Industrial deaths, 
an essential Is to reduce acci­
dents; to reduce accidents, un 
safe acts and conditions must be 
eliminated. It’s as simple and 
lugicnl ns that.
nursing and teaching that con­
tinues to this day.
The first four black-robed nuns 
came from Montreal. It had been 
a voyage of two months-'-to New 
York, to Havana, to Panama, to 
San iYancisco ,and on to Victoria 
aboard a vessel called the Sea 
Bird. , I
The sistersV first home in Brit­
ish Columbia was a log cabin on 
the edge of a forest wilderness 
which is now Victoria’s beauti­
ful Beacon Hill Park.
-,Sister Mary Angele immediate­
ly wrote home to her parents: 
"Impossible to describe""OUr "joy 
on touching our land of promise. 
We were most surprised to> see 
200 neat houses, and Indian 
cabins at some dstance' — our 
greatest surprise, however, was 
the sight of thousands of tents— 
numbered at 30,000.
“  . . . left alone in our new 
abode, a woman brought us some 
water, coals and wood of her own 
accord. It was the first act of 
charity we received, and not the 
last. We said our night prayers 
and '.spread our bedding on the 
floor. Next morning we rose at 
four and after an hour and a half 
we went to the Bishop’s house to 
scrub our consciences, which 
had received no attention for a 
fortnight. Across the nprow 
street in front of our building is 
our vegetable garden. The cli­
mate is mild and salubrious, ex­
cept for rheumatic persons. The 
soil is good, and produces big­
sized potatoes, turnips - and 
onions." •
From that modest beginning, 
the\Sisters of St. Ann, in 100 
years, have spread out into every 
section of British Columbia, 
Alaska and the Yukon, with their 
schools, hospitals, orphanages 
and Indian missions.
June 25 of 1858 the first news­
paper in British Columbia was 
publi.shod—and the first', news­
paper in what is now Canada 
west of the Great Lakes. It was 
The Victoria Gazette.
building, modelled after a Portu­
guese palace. It has the usual 
living quarters but on an unusual­
ly lavish scale: It has a private 
swimming pool standing In Its 
own garden: it has outside ter­
races ;and the whole Is surround­
ed by a medieval-style moat.
Even at that high cost, the 
building was not suitable for use 
by our ambassador, and work had 
to be done on it. Renovations 
and repairs cost a further $25,000, 
which compares rather immod­
estly with the total cost of the 
home bought new by the aver­
age taxpayer who had to pay 
that heavy diplomatic bill 
FURNISHED DE LUXE
Then came a really staggering 
bill for $94,000, for the furnishings 
it takes to set up a Canadian 
ambassador abroad In the style 
to which he has never been ac­
customed in his own Canadian 
home at his own expense.
Item: $1,386 for one rug In tjie 
third living, room. Item; $441.90 
for lamos in the best bedroom. 
Item; $1,861.20 for furniture In
for the ambassador’s previous 
home, it would even have been 
cheaper to keep on that rented 
.shack than to buy the gilded 
palace.
Among the saddest forecasts of 
this tragic time is the prediction 
that the sad sack stylo is due for 
a long stay.
the press. __ _____
A littie less than six months Jbe“ fourtoT^room . item TM .sS
later, Amor de Cosmos started 
his Colonist—on Dec. 11, 1858, 
and The Colonist and The Gazette 
proceeded to do battle.
In September of 1859 Leonard 
McClure started, in Victoria, The 
New Westminster Times, and a 
real newspaper war was on.
Nov. 26, 1K9 The Gazeztte fold­
ed, explaining as I t pulled out: 
“We have no taste for the cut­
throat competition that must en­
sue in efforts to thrust three 
newspapers upon a commuhity 
that cian , hardly, afford a legiti­
m ate support to one, and prefer 
removing to a field offering 
greater profits, with fewer draw­
backs.”
de Cosmos, in a few years, put 
The Nfew Westminster Times to 
rout, and he routed other news­
papers, too, with the result that 
The Colonist carried on, and late 
this year will celebrate its 100th 
birthday—the oldest newspaper 
in Canada west of ' '̂oronto, and
one of the oldest on the Pacific 
Coast of North America.
for sheets and blankets. Item:— 
and not this in case you take a 
business trip to Brazil, and hope 
that our ambassador there will 
stage an official reception in your 
honour — $3,946.65 for kitchen 
counter and warming oven.
The garden around this palace 
seems to be quite a show piece 
too; item: $3,209.10 for furniture 
for two terraces; item: $675 for 
gardening tools.
And the private swimming pool 
needed special furniture costing 
a mere $1,898.61, a price which 
compares unfavorably wjth the 
bag of grass seed which, for a 
few cents, would adequately fur­
nish the surrounds^^of the aver 
age Canadian swiimnHg-hole. 
QUESTIONS UNANSWERED
Since' those revelations, some 
penetrating questions have been 
asked by a Canadian taxpayer 
who had to pay his share of that 
bill. What makes these questions 
the more interesting is that that
MAYOR GRABS MAN
KANSAS c it y  (AP)—Kansas 
City’s 300-pound m ayor clam­
bered out on a 28th-floor ledge of 
the city hall and helped prevent 
a man from jumping off the 
ledge Tuesday. Mayor H. Roe 
Bartle diverted the attention of- 
E. J. Lamar Fairbanks and po­
lice and firemen grabbed the 
man, who later told police he 
only wanted to preach to the 
crowd beldv/.
taxpayer had formerly been our 
ambassador to Brazil himself.
Why was there an expenditure 
of $2,405.50 for a grand piano, he 
asked. What had happened to the 
grand piano provided for the 
ambassador when he was there? 
And why $7,749.00 for dining 
room table and chairs? What had 
happened to the eminently suit-
PRESERVING] 
KETTLE
by tinibntf /SIwCteT 
or •IN IR A l POODf KITCHINI
Here's an easy way to make suc­
cessful S traw berry Marmalade 
which your family will go for.
8TRAWBBRBT MARMALADB
4 cups prepared fruit (1 orange,
1 lemon, and about 1 quart ripe 
strawberries)
7 cups (3 lbs.) suffor 
V} bottle Certo
First, prepare the fru li Cut 1 me­
dium-sized orange and 1 medium­
sized lemon in quarters. Remove 
seeds. Grind, chop fine, or slice 
crosswise wafer thin. Add Vi cup 
water and Vs teaspoon soda. Bring 
to a boil. Simmer, covered, 80 
minutes, stirring occasionally. 
Crush thoroughly about 1 quart 
fully ripe strawberries. Combine 
fruits and juices and measure 4 
cups Into very large saucepan.
Then make the marmalade. Add 
sugar to fruit In saucepan, mix 
well. Place over high heat, bring 
to a full roUinp boil. Boil hord 
1 minute, stirring constantly. Re- 
move'from heat, stir in Certo at 
once. Skim off foam with metal 
spoon. Stir and skim by turns for
5 minutes to cool slightly, to pre­
vent floating fruit. Ladle quickly 
into glasses. Cover at once with
inch hot paraffin. Makes about 
10 medium glasses.
J have a Certo film called "Jelly 
qnd Jam Session" that I loan to 
women’s clubs or church groups 
. . , no charge or obllyatlon. This 
16 mm 12-minute film is in full 
color with sound. If you want to 
borrow it, write me — Frances 
Barton, General Foods Kitchens, 
44 Eglinton Are. W,, Toronto.
CHA^E BUFFALOES
o ld  ORCHARD BEACH. Me. 
(AP) — A local woman awoke 
the other day to find two strange 
beasts in her meadow. They were 
buffaloes which had wandered 
away from the animal fair. When 
the keepers arrived to take the 
animals back, they also found 
three deer, chased them, but 
they got away. It was later they 
learned that no deer were miss 
ing.
A L L  T H E  T I M E
Now snd then sveryl*o<lT <<t* > 
"tired-out” feeling, and may ba 
bothered by backaches. Perhaps noth­
ing teriously wrong, just a temporary 
condition caused by urinary irritation or 
bladder discomfort. That’s the lime to 
take Dodd’s Kidney Pills, Dodd’s help 
itimulate the kidneyi to relieve this 
condition which mey often cause beck' 
eche end tired feeling. ’Then you feel 
better, rest better, work belter. Get 
Dodd’s Kidney Pills now. Look for the 
blue boz with the red band ol all drug 
cotmlers. You ten dependon Dodd’s.eo
Puzzled about pectin? There’s 
really no mystery about it! It’s 
the jelling substance found In all 
fruits In varying amounts. Certo 
Is pQctin extracted from fruits 
rich in this natural substance, 
then refined, concentrated and 
performance-controlled. When 
you use Certo and follow the 
tested Certo recipes, your Jam, 
jelly and marmalade sets Just 
right. __________
If you have any problems with 
your jelly and jam, do write me 
. , .  perhaps I can help you. Watch 





20 YEAR8 AGO 
June, 1938 
The Iasi car of apples ffom the 
1937 Okanagan Valley crop was 
sold, at noon on Friday and mov­
ed the next day to Saskatoon.
3  ̂ YEARS AGO 
T'oie. 1128
Fire Chieff J. PeUigrew n;>- 
proached the ' city council Moui 
day night ttrglng the pvnehase
BIBLE BRIEF
Repentance and remisilon of 
sins should ho preached In Ills 
name among all nations. L»>k« 
24:47,
Vast areas have been closed to 
this preaching in memory of
. - . . . . .  . . We .iaW more women In
«  ^^*  ̂ ^'*'^^ *^ * ̂ *^*  ̂ *̂ lp®rs' III one of tnose countries
till ten day.s than In our loi'lV life 
lOTEAl^S AGO , [1.1 America. H Is good to know
$8,100.
Jitne. 1118 he will again b<? preached there





Wo Buy Anything 





This Is an outstanding BLAUPUNKT HI-FI radlophono- 
graph, a combination of an AM, FM, short and long wavo 
radio and a' 4-speod. 10-record changer In a bcmitlfully 
slvlcd cabinet wjtb wooden nnd glass sliding floors. Hpr- 
inony regbster to match 6-3D speaker output with room 
ncQustlcs.
8 tubes will! *12; functions, Pu.sh button operated with aU 
feature!; of latest developments in the fields of HI-H 
syntenis and furniture design. A real,beauty In every res­
pect,
pimenslohs; 47” wide x 38” high x lfl%” deep.
MANTEL RADIOS AI.SO AVAILABLE
IT i i 'a s  t o  b e  s e e n  a n d  h e a r d  t o  b e  a p p r e c ia t e d
Now In Kelowna the 
best that the master
___  electronic engineers
from Europe can produce. The most luxuri­
ous eye appealing, car tantalizing combina­
tion ever before seen on the North American 
continent.
Sf|raight (rom the (aclorles of Germany 
lo you,
It’̂  fantastic in quality of materials and fin­
ish . . . incredible in its years ahead design 
. . .  unbelievable in tonal rcproductloh.
The BLAUPUNKT will snatch the brpnU- 
qasts from the furthest of the vvorld’s trans­
mitters aiid bring it to you in Kelowna Jtisf' 
as if it were CKOV 1. . Your records when 
played on the BLAUPUNKT Combination 
vyill sound as you have never heard them 
before. '
•  Complete Fuse Protection
•  Phenomenal SImrt-wave reception
•  Cabinet finish of superior workmanship
•  A 6 month warranty (twice the warranty 
Canadian manufacturer)
of any
MODERN APPLIANCES &  ELECTRIC LTD.
1617 PENDO/4 ST, Exclusive Dealer
, PHONE 2430
mi .'-4
‘ r V i :
.■si*’*-*!'!
East Kelowna Delegate 
Reports On W l Assembly
EAST KELOWNA -  M n. D. 
Evans, who represented East 
Kelowna Women’s Institute at the 
fourteenth biennial convention of 
British Columbia's Women’s In- 
jstitutes, gave a report on high­
lights of the three day parley. 
The convention was held in Van­
couver May 27. 28 and 29.
The convention’s opening ses­
sion, with President Mrs. E. J. 
Roylance presiding, got under­
way at 10 a.m. Tuesday, with 
'0  Canada,’ followed by the Mary 
Stewart Collect. Official welcome 
from the City of Vancouver was 
expressed by Alderman Evelyn 
Caldwell, while UBC President 
Dr. Norman MacKenzie wel­
comed delegates on behalf of the 
university.
There were several very in­
teresting panel discussions. One 
led by Mr. C. Nellson, provincial
THE DAILY COUItlE*
THUR.. JUNE S. 1»5«
LO C AL and DISTRICT
Penticton Presented With 
Blood Clinic Donation Shield
EXTENSION CONSTRUaED AT AQUATIC
Under construction at the 
Aquatic, is a 1,000-foot extension 
to grandstands. Photo shows
how the addition will blend with 
existing architecture. Construct­
ion has had it’s problems. 
Tuesday morning, a carpenter’s
nail touched off the building’s 
sensitive alarm system. For 
awhile, workmen rennovating 
the premises we're concerned
about kiddies swimming near­
by. The Aquatic’s pool loes not 
open until school closes.
PART OF CROP
/ KGE W ill Switch To Bulk Apple Bins
Kelowna Growers’ Exchange, for the past nine, has retired 
Ians to embark on bulk apple fiom the directorate. He will be
succeeded by Jack Gerein, of 
Ciehmore, as a board member,
P
bin program for handling a por­
tion of the 1958 crop.
KGE will be the first packing­
house in Kelowna and the sixth in 
the Okanagan to switch to the 
25-bushel bins. While the method 
of distribution has yet to be 
worked out, the company will 
construct 2,000 of the bins which 
will bp used at the No. 8 plant, 
comer of Ethel and Vaughn 
Avenue.
A spokesman for the company 
said it is possible a portion of 
the Bartlett pear crop will also 
be picked nito the 25-bushel bins. 
The large containers will replace 
the standard wooden box used 
in orchards. New Zealand has 
been using the large bins for a 
number of years, and earlier this 
year a delegation from the Oka­
nagan visited the country to ob­
tain first hand information. Bulk 
of the saving, dollar-wise, will 
be the easy handling of fruit in 
orchards, the spokesman said. 
He did not anticipate much sav­
ing insofar as packinghouse oper­
ations are concerned.
S. M. Simpson Ltd., will supply 
the plywood and lumber for the 
bins.
It w as' also disclosed that 
George Fitzgerald, of East Kel­
owna, who has been a board mem­
ber for 17 years
while George H. Whittaker, of 
Belgo, has been elected presi­
dent and F. L. Marshall, of Glen- 
more, vice-presdent.
A KGE spokesman said the 
company completed a “very suc­
cessful season.” The Summer-
land Co-operative Growers’ As­
sociation crop of pears and ap-1 
pies was packd by the KGE this 
season. This gave KGE a pack- 
out of 800,000 boxes of fruit.
With the prospect of a 15 per 
cent increase in crop this year, 
it is anticipated the company 
will easily exceed a 700,000 box 
packout.
Family Reunion Held In Honor 
Of Mr. And Mrs. Harry Pollard
WINFIELD—A surprise party great grandchildren: a son and
his family, Mr. and Mrs. B.was held on Sunday at the home 
of Mr. and Mrs. G. P. Johnson in 
honor of the fifty-fourth wedding 
anniversary of Mrs. Johnson’s 
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Harry 
Pollard. *
Although some members were, 
not able to attend, the-family was 
well represented. Present at the 
gathering were Mr. and Mrs. H. 
Fetterly (a daughter) of Caws- 
ton; another daughter and son- 
in-law, Mr. and Mrs. J. Mc- 
Clounie of Vernon; their daughter 
and her husband Mr. and Mrs 
J. Graves of Vernon and their 
twin boys, John and Robert, who 
and president are Mr. and Mrs. Pollard’s
Pioneer Physician, Dr. W . J. Knox 
Celebrating His 80th Birthday
A pioneer local physician. Dr. 
W. J. Knox, is celebrating his 
80th birthday *to| ây with imme­
diate members of his family. 
The well-known local resident, 
who came to Kelowna in 1903, 
v/as named Good Citizen for 
1953. In 1948 he was honored and 
decorated by Lord Alexander, re­
ceiving the OBE. He also reeeiv- 
ed an honorary Doctor of Laws 
from Queens Universityi
At his personal request. Dr. 
Knox wanted to observe his 
birthday quietly. This evening. 
Immediate members of the fam­
ily plan having a lawn supper 
at the Okanagan Mission lake- 
Bohre home of his son, R. D. 
Knox. Dr. and Mrs. Knox's two 
daughters, Mrs. H. H. Boucher, 
Vancouver and Mrs. Hugh At­
wood, Williams Lake, are here to 
celebrate the physician’s birth­
day.
Many oldUmcrs stlU recall how 
the doctor served them faithfully, 
whether he prescribed over the 
telephone or travelled by row­
-boat, horseback, steamer qr horse 
and buggy. ' ■
Pollard, Karen and Wynne, of 
Lumby: Mr. Walter Pollard of 
Lavington who is Mr. Pollard’s 
brother; a nephew and his 
family, Mr. and Mrs. Art Pollard, 
Carol Ann and Penny of Win­
field. Family . friends present 
were Mr. and Mrs. Ted Nuyens 
of/Pkanagan Centee, _Mr. ,\and 
Mm. Frank Manisbh of Kelowna 
and Mrs. A. Quesnel, who is 
Mrs. Bill Pollard’s mother, also 
Evelyn Johnson, daughter of Mr. 
and^Mrs. Johnston at whose home 
the party took place.
The happy pair were truly sur­
prised by the gathering and were 
the recipients of a gift from their 
family.
Building Inspectors 
Elect George Cobin 




VERNON — New construction 
in the city of Vernon for the first 
five months of this year has ex­
ceeded three-quarters of a million 
dollars city council learned Mon­
day from Building Inspector C. 
Hanna that building figures total­
led $781,137.
In 1957—thought at the time to 
have been a good year, new 
buildings authorized up to the 
same date totalled $638,330, 
Hanna said. .
Included in last month’s build­
ing permits were six new homes; 
one new apartment and three 
new commercial buildings.
Seven local contractors have 
submitted tenders, opened by 
Vernon city council Monday, for 
an aU-purpose sports pavilion on 
Lakeview Park.
Council opened tenders and 
noted quotations: and met again 
in open session Wednesday eve­
ning, to award the tender; also 
tender for fire fighting equip­
ment.
Tenders on the, all-purppse 
sports pavilion varied as much 
as nearly $1,400.! Each quoted 
electrical wiring and painting 
extra.
The building will be for the use 
of Vernon cricket eleven; ball 
teams, and other sports activities, 
and will include change and rest 
rooms, also a kitchen. Allen and 
Huggins are architects. 
'^ S ie Jo li cricket pavilion, which 
served as a club house for local 
cricketers for many years, was 
torn down in March, giving way 
to the Vernon Lions Clubs’ kid­
dies’ wading pool. \
An emblematic shield was pre­
sented to the City of Penticton 
Wednesday evening by Kelowna 
and Vernon civic leaders.
The shield, accepted on behalf 
of Mayor C. E. Oliver by aider- 
man Mrs. Elsie Qeaves, repre- 
' sents the Peach City’s precedence 
in response to Red Cross blood 
clinics conducted in the three 
cities.
Vernon’s mayor Frank Becker 
was represented by Alderman 
Harold Downs.
Penticton donated the greatest 
number of pints of blood in clinics 
last fall and this spring.
Last year, the late Mayor J. J. 
Ladd of Kelowna challenged 
mayors of Vernon and Penticton 
to equal Kelowna’s contribution 
to the autumn clinic. Pentietbn 
was winner.
,//
OR. V I. J. KNOX
VERNON — Re-elected for his 
second term as president of the 
Building Inspectors’ Associatioh 
of British Columbia was George 
Corbin of Pepticton. Mr. Corbin 
v/as nam ed'at the closing ses­
sion of the association’s conven 
tion held in Vernon recently.
Vice-presidents, are: M. Jones 
of Burnaby; W. P. Edgington, of 
Esquimau; and D. MatHeson, of 
Vancouver. Treasurer is James 
Robison, of Vancouver.
Executive board members were 
elected in zones. They are: for 
the Lower Mainland: J. John 
son of Richmond; W. Hopen. 
North Vancouver; for Vancouver 
Island: J. S. Taylor, Saanich; 
South Central District, C. Hanna, 
Vernon; Central and Northern 
District:. C. S. Ross, Quesnel; 
Eastern Zone (Kootenays): A. 
iLavrienie, Warfield; North West 
Zone, Ri K. Jensen, Kitimat.
Disney's "Old Yeller 
Plays A t Paramount
The story of a nioneer family 
in Texas and the big yeUbw dog 
who profoundly affects their 
lives ds told in Walt Disney’s 
“Old Yeller.” _
The picture is being shown, at 
the Paramount Theatre in Kel­
owna this week.
“Old Yeller” is played by 
‘Spike,’ a 115-pound screen new 
comer of mixed ancestry. Holly­
wood is hailing Spike as a quad­
ruped . Barrymore. In the title 
role of “Old Yeller,” Spike plays 
a weather-beaten range dog who 
helps protect a pioneer home­
stead. He fight bears, wild hogs 
and a wolf, hunts, fishes, herds 
oows and keeps the corn patch 
free of ‘coons.
Dorothy McGuire plays Katie 
Coates; Fess Parker, her hus­
band, Jim, a frontier father who 
must leave his family in the pro­
tection of his teenaged son. 
Fifteen-year-old Tommy Kirks 
plays the juvenile hero, and 
seven-year-old Kevin Corcoran 
enacts-' his mischievous ' little 
brother.
In February of this year, the 
challenge was' issued by Pentic­
ton's Mayor Oliver. Penticton 
proved again that citizens were 
the most generous with their 
blood. They donated 1,341, against 
Kelowna’s 1,223 and Vernon’s 
total of 1,305 pints.
The contest was decided on 
total number of contributions re­
gardless of copulation. 
CEREMONY
The presentation ceremony, 
which was televised, was at­
tended also by officials of the 
three branches of Canadian Red 
Cross and by Col. M. D. Robert­
son of Vancouver, B.C. Red 
Cross Blood Transfusion Services 
director. ,
Also on the program was the 
presentation of a certificate of 
merit to Miss Dorothy Jacobson 
of Kelowna, who for ten years 
has been active in Junior Red* 
Cross work in local schools.
At a meeting later in the even­
ing, presentation was made of 
buttons to donors of 20 pints of 
blood.
entemologist, centred around in­
sect pests in the home, and what 
to do about them.
With Mrs. J. O. Decker in the 
chair. Miss Shirlev Arnold gave 
an interesting address on the 
integration of the Indian Women.
Professor Fred Lassene ad­
dressed assembly on good de­
signs in consumer products.
Wednesday evening a compli­
mentary dinner was given by the 
Government of British Columbia 
in the Brock Hall lounge. Guest 
speakers were the Hon. W. K. 
Kieman, minister of mines, and 
Mrs. Keith Rand, president of 
the Federated Women’s Institute 
of Canada.
Mrs. W. A. C. Bennett was 
presented with a copy of the B.C. 
Women’s Institute Centennial 
Cook Book, prepared by Mrs. E. 
J. Roylance, and a presentation 
was made of a cheque to Mr. 
Angus of the Queen Alexandria 
Solarium, by Mrs. R. Doe, to 
furnish a ward in the new Solar­
ium.
Thursday afternoon, the as­
sembly were guests of the Salada 
Tea Company at Brock Hall 
where afternoon tea was served. 
At this session the ladies of the 
Provincial Board wore lovely old- 
time dresses.
The conference was very sue 
cessful, accommodation was ex­
cellent, and the business most 
interesting and informative, Mrs 
Evans indicated.
At last week’s meeting of the 
1st East Kelowna Brownie Pack 
Jillian Neid and Carol Ramponc 
having passed their tests, were 
presented with their golden bars 
by Mrs. W. Hince.
ning a buffet supper waa ttrved 
by the club.
SOCIAL NOTES 
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Nelson, 
w'ith their daughter, Patty, of 
Oak Harbour, Wash., have been 
spending a few daj^s with the 
former’s brother-in-law and sis-. 
ter. Mr. ahd Mrs. Gordon Wyatt.
Mr. and Mrs. George Finlay- 
son with their two daughters, 
Darlene add Heather of North 
Vancouver, were in the district 
over the weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. W. Brooks and 
their three children, who hava 
receni^y come from Vancouver, 
have purchased the Deep Creek 
Auto Court from the former own­
er, Miss F. Sell, who Is now liv­
ing in Penticton. It is ji four 
unit auto court, with cafe, smaU 
store and a service station. Mr. 
Brooks reports there will be boats 
for hire in the summer. The auto 
court is Ideally situated on 
Highway 97 closq to the lake 
and Peep Creek,
George Smith has returned to 
his home from Williams Lake 
where he has been engaged with 
the B.C. Power Commission for 
the past four months.
Mr. and Mrs. Chesel Haker 
have returned from the coast 
where they spent two weeks in 
Vancouver and Victoria.
The Canadian Legion mem­
bership drive, which has been In 
progress during the month of 
May, has proved to be a great 
success with 100 per ‘cent in­
crease in membership, to date. 
The drive is still in progress.
U.K. Airliner, 
Sale Mounts
LONDON (CP) — The British 
aircraft industry sold a record 
£50,257,246 worth of airliners out­
side the country during the first 
four months of this year.
A breakdown by countries was 
not available, but India took the 
biggest share at a cost of 
£6,853,000. Canada was second, 
the United States third and West 
Germany fourth.
Total sales represent a 50-per- 
cent increase over the same 
period last year.
CASTLEGAR (CP)-The Cas- 
tlegar Liberal Association has 
called for provincial and federal 
government assistance to univei*- 
sity students unable to obtain 
summer employment.
Peachland Students 
Among Graduates Of 
George Pringle High
PEACHLAND—Nineteen young 
people will be graduating from 
the George Pringle High School 
Friday, June 6.
A banquet for the graduates, 
their parents and teachers, is 
planned for six p.m. in the school 
auditorium, with the graduation 
exercises to be held at 8 p.m.
Reeve Ivor Jackson of Peach­
land Is guest speakep. A gradu­
ation dance will climax the eve­
ning. ’
Five of the graduates are 
Peachland: students. They are 
Lois Dell, Leona Webber, Donna 
Archibald, Bernice Wiberg and 
Michael Turner.
SUARE DANCING
Totem Twirllers Square Dance 
Club had a large crowd at Party 
Night last Sautrday.
Square dance enthusiasts came 
from as far as Enderby and Okar 
nogan. Wash., with one couple 
attending from Seattle.
Les Boyer of Okanogan, Wash 
was master of ceremonies and 
caller. At the close of the eve-
The First Peachland troop of 
Boy Scouts, which attended the 
Cnmporette at Thompson Flats, 
Okanagan Mission, at the week­
end, won the trophy in the camp 















“Where All Kelowna Saves"
T H E S E  G lE T S  F A V r^ H E D  F O H l
Funeral Rites 
Conducted For 
M rs. S. Camozzi
Funeral services were held in 
Prince George today for Mrs. 
Mary Camozzi, wife of Sandy 
Camozzi, who ded suddenly 
Tuesday following a stroke.
Born in Winnipeg, Mrs. Ca­
mozzi was 58. She came to Kel­
owna as a child, and married 
Mr. Camozzi 38 years ago. Be­
sides ' her husband, she Is sur­
vived by a son Joseph, at Prince 
George, and two grandchildren; 
three sisters, Mrs. John Klrch- 
ner and Mrs. Dan McMillan, Kel­
owna, and Mrs. Michael Renwick 
Brldesvllle. She was predeceased 
by her father and mother, a sis­
ter, Dorothy and two ' brothels, 
David and Emile.
On June 15tb Give D ad  a Gift He Can Wear
Community Concerts 
Launch Campaign 
A t Dinner Meeting
Mrs. Inga WllUnma of Omak, 
Washington and Now York, was 
a guest at last night’s North 
Oknnagnn Community Concert 
i. Association campaign dinner at 
the United Church hall, Monday 
night.
Mrs. Williams is no Stranger 
to district concert goers, having 
been a visitor in Vernon each 
year at this time when the asso­
ciation Is seeking n^w members. 
Association chairman, John R. 
KIdston,, introduced Mrs. Wll- 
llnins to the assembly of approxi­
mately 65. which included work­
ers from the stirrounding district, 
AS well as Vernon.
Maximum mcniltershtp is nbbul 
1,300, Many renewals have been 
made for the, coming 1058-59 sen- 
ph.
The Canadian Girls in Training! 
catered for the dinner.. ................... . •III II.............. .
NEW WESTMINISTER (CP) 
Real estate transactions r have 
Juntiied 3 per cent over lakt year 
to a record value of 134,245,114, 
A. A. Mllledge, registrar of titles 
reported Wednesday. Included , in 
(ho transactions are opplicatl,(>ns 
to register transferSf agreement 
of sole and inortgage.s of real 
(.state. Nol included nro, millinns 
^01 dollBr.>j in trust deeds securing 
Industrioi bond Issues,
' Remember t/ie  Story of the Grasshopper and the A rit?
■ I  ̂ , ■ ■....... , . ' '■
THE GRASSHOPPER WASTED HIS SUMMER W HIIE THE ANT
P R E P A R E D  F O R  W I N T E R -  
Smart Ants (and People) Are Ordering
iG.E. Automatic Gas Furnaces Now
SPORT SHIRTS
With long or short sleeves — a wide 
array of pat- O OC 1 ft 0 ‘s 
terns and colors to
WHITE SHIRTS
‘̂No Iron" and* White Broadcloth—
5 .0 0 ^ 7 .5 0
TIES — A tremendous selection of
color,, 1 QO 2.50and plains
MEN'S JEWELLERY




.^nll styles ..... .........— 1.50 to 5.50
Men's
SUMMER CAPS
69c to 2 .9 5Gay, cool and comfortable .
SWIM TRUNKS
By
Jnntzen 3 .95  to 6.95
Light and 
cool ......
MEN'S KHAKI AND POLISHED 
COTTON SHORTS
........... ..........3 .95 „  5.95
STRAW HATS
Keep a "cool” , head 
In ono of these I . — 2 .95  u. 3.95
Anto. Gaa
Fnrnaoea from5278
BARR & ANDERSON OFFERS: 
Your Gas Bill Paid ' t i l  October
A SPECIAL NOTE;
In the Fan., NOBODY can 
devote bill, undivided atten­
tion to orders during the 
usual nish! You’ll probably 
bo buying' your furnace U\ the 
Fall . . . so why not get It 
now . . .  get complete saUs- 
faction, and the iTcacb of 
mind that comes fmm know­
ing y'ow’reX ready for Winter. 
Our tephnlcians .arc ready to 
install yqq|t;„GE Qns PXirnace 
with Immediate delivery!
or
"T "  SHIRTS
For summer and holiday wear—
1 ,5 0 ^ 4 .9 5
SOCKS.
, No man has too many pair—
1.00  to 2,95
•  No Down Payment 't il Oct. and 
No Carrying Charges
BARR &  ANDERSON
(INTERIOR) LTD. V 
594 BERNARD AVE. PHONE 3039
• SLACKS
Gab.s, flannels, tropicals— ' ’
1 3 .9 3 ,,2 7 .5 0  
CASUAL SLACKS
Poll,shed cottons and denlnqis—
4 .95  „  9 .95  
.PYJAMAS '
Fine quoilty English broadcloth-'
4 . 9 5  „  9 .95
li
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VANCOUVER (CP)—A veteran 
of international track' and field 
competition has taken sections of 
the sporting fraternity to task fhr 
what lie calis excessive stress on
-.Si
record-breaking ai^  not enough 
on sheer, man-to-man competi­
tion.
Jack Crump, who celebrated 
his 55th birthday Wednesday by
GEORGE INGLiS ~  SPORTS EDITOR
TIIUR., JUNE 5, lil58 THE DAILY COUEIEB 4
KICKS OFF PACKERS' FUND DRIVE
"This is the way we started 
the V’s.on their way," Richard 
Leah of Penticton, district 
manager. South interior, of 
Imperial Oil, smiles, as he
hands a cheque to the Pack­
ers’ team president. Bob Mc- 
Kinstry, right. The cheque, the 
first donation towards financ­
ing the Packers’ trip to Russia
this fall, made it twice that 
Mr. Leah has kicked off a 
drive to send an Okanagan 
team to Europe, the first be­
ing the Penticton V’s trip to 
the world tourney. Interested
spectators are Ernie Butler, 
resident sales representative, 
Okanagan district, (next to 
’ Leah), and A. R. Pollard, sales 
agent for Kelowna. — (Courier 
Staff Photo.)
Tim Tam Short On Price 
In Try For Triple Crown
By JOHN ClIANOLER *
NEW YORK (AP) — Tim Tam 
probably will be one of the short­
est priced favoiites in the history 
of the Bdmoni Stakes when he 
goes after a Triple Crown grand 
slam Saturday. But the Calumet 
Farm isn’t Jtorgetting what hap­
pened to Pensive in 1944.
With most of his Kentucky 
Derby and Preakness rivals scat­
tered far and wide in search of 
easier pickings, it appears the 
Calumet colt will have about six 
opponents in the $l(JO,000-added 
three-year-old classic.
The early odds listed Tim Tam 
at 1 to 10 to capture his ninth 
straight race for M rs., Gene 
Markey of Lexingtori, Ky. In 
1944, however. Calumet’s Pensive 
missed a Triple Cfown as the 1 
to 2 favorite.
Fourteen years ago Conn Mc­
Creary guided Pensive to a 4 V2- 
length victory over Broadcloth in 
\ the Derby. 'Die c o m b i n a tion 
‘clicked again with a three-quar­
ter length Preakness triumph 
over Platter. *
In the Belmont, William Zieg­
ler, J r .’s Bounding Home — who 
hadn’t started in either of the 
other Triple C r 0 w a  events— 
caught Pensive in the stretch' and 
scored an amazing half-length 
victory.
One of this Saturday’s entries 
Cavan, o w n e d  by Joseph E. 
O’Connell of Boston, wasn’t in the 
Derby or Preakness. Cavan was
listed as second choice in the 
Belmont, at 6 to 1.
C. V. Whitney’s Flamingo and 
the Wheatley Stable’s Nasco, who 
ran 2-3 in the Peter Pan, both 
were 15 to 1. George E. Lewis’ 
Martins Rullah was held at 20-1 
and Mrs. Anna Cannuli’s Chance 
It Tony, and Mrs. Charles Silvers’ 
Page Seven at 50-1.
LOCAL TRACK ACES 
TREK TO VANCOUVER
Four local high school ath­
letes will be competing in the 
24-event school section of the 
Centennial Games at Vancou­
ver’s  Empire Stadium today,
Jerry Jantz, Judy Godfrey, 
Gail Fillmore and Lucy Culos 
left Kelowna yesterday for the 
coast, where they will compete 
with a field of 270 top high 
school athletes in the province, 
the first time such a group has 
been assembled at one meet.
• *
Rovers' 11-Run Inning 
Spelt Finis For 'Caps
Mays And Musial 
Tied For Awa r̂d
CINCINNATI (AP) — The Na­
tional League, starting its player- 
of-the-month awards, will give 
two trophies fop May—one to Stan 
Musial of St. Louis Cardinals and 
one to Willie Mays of San Fran­
cisco Giants.
Musial and Mays finished in an 
18-18 tie in the balloting aong 
39 sports writers and broadcast 
ers who cover the N a t i 0  n aa 1 
League teams daily.
Two More Cyclists Needed 
T0 Complete Canuck Tearn
VANCOUVER (CP) — Cycling well Wednesday night as the two-
officials will meet in Toronto this 
evening to decide the two riders 
who will complete the Canadian 
team for the British Empire 
Games in Cardiff, Wales, this 
summer.
The two logical contenders are 
Paul Enoch and Fred Markus of 
Toronto. Both cyclists performed
"We have to 
crawl before we can walk, and if 
we’re a success this year, we 
hope to take in more cities gnd 
take up more time next year," 
Leonard, himself, is enthusi­
astic about the future plan.
“We can just about take our 
pick of who we want for such a 
tour,” Stan explained. “ We are 
now properly sponsored, manag­
ed and tied in with a prominent 
service club like Gyro. There is 
no reason at all why the arrange­
ments couldn’t be continued, as 
long as the cities in question 
show they want to see us,’’
’The first tour to cross B.C.’s 
lower boundaries will be a' com-
George Norgan, president of went on to say 
Lucky Lager ^Breweries, said to- 
* day there was a strong chance 
that the Stan Leonard-Al Balding 
golf tour would be perpetuated 
Into an annual offering in aid of 
charity.
Locally, the Gyro Club will be 
handling all the details of the 
Orchard City competition, which 
takes place Wednesday, June 11, 
under the chairmanship of Ernie 
Butler, president of the Kelowna 
Golf and Country Club this year.
Mr. Norgan, a prominent B.C. 
sportsman, whose Lucky Lager 
company will sponsor the ap­
proaching tour in aid of Gyro 
Club charities, said a keen look 
would be given to the reception 
given to professional golf with 
an idea of cementing an overall 
plan for future tours.
"I believe there is a powerful 
potential Involved in this Leon­
ard-Balding tour," Mr. ' Morgan 
said. "If the weather holds good 
for us and we attract the size of 
crowds which enable us to turn 
some mohey over to Gryo Club 
aharitics, wc will be In the golf 
business in future years with a 
Similar offering."
Lucky’.s first "Tour of Cham- 
pions" begins in Kamloops Tues­
day, Juno ‘ 10. then moves to 
Kelowna Juno JI. Penticton Juno 
12. Victoria Juucr 13 and Van­
couver Juno 14.
Tour manager, Keith Matthews, 
has already been Instructed to 
lay tho foundation for a 1959 
tour. Several name players have 
been contacted on the U.S. pro­
fessional circuit and all would bo 
v/lUing to leave the Gold; Trail 
for the necessary period on the 
B.C. tour, ^
Matthews /said that Leonard 
will bo one of the participants, 
but his opiMsltlon would be 
changed should n ’59 j(mkct be­
come R reality.
"Shortly after wo announced 
this year'a plans, wo received an 
appeal from Vernon why that 
, city had been left out," Norgan
longest hitters, though he rarely
plcte champiomhip golf presen­
tation. Before the 18 holes of
play, Balding and Leonard will 
put on a complel golf clinic show­
ing how to hit all the golf shots 
in one bag. , ,
’Their play thereafter will be 
governed by USPGA rules, be­
cause the players are more ffv-l 
miliar with this code. A referee' 
will be appointed, and in most 
cnsc.s this person will be a PGA 
mcml)fcr himself—likely the pro 
at the golf course where tho 
match is being played.
When the shooting finally starts, 
you will got an inkling of why 
Leonard and Balding have been 
able to cash In on .^merlcn’B 
great golf grab bag.
Stan is still one of the game’s
“goes after” a shot any more 
His drives will still hit the 250- 
yard markers. Balding, younger 
by 10 years, taller and slimmer, 
will be about five yards behind.
Both are precision iron play­
ers. When they begin to hit five 
irons, or less, to a green, they 
don’t merely try to land the ball 
on the putting surface. They are 
actually shooting for the pin 
and trying to keep the ball 
on the side of the green rolling 
into the hole.
If Balding has pny edge on 
Leonard, it is in his putting 
stroke. A1 is one of the game's 
finest putters, and one of the 
boldest, too. He strokes every 
ball for the back of the cup. You 
will see him sink some 30-footers, 
and it will not be by accident.
Take the entire game of golf, 
in fact, and it can be broken 
down into a simple little explana­
tion which Leonard applied to 
himself three years ago, and 
started to make big pay-days.
day cycling trials concluded here.
Enoch bettered his own record 
in the 4,000-metre pursuit match, 
wheeling around the track in five 
minutes, 12.4 seconds.
Enoch also pfcdalled a good sec­
ond in the 10-mile final. Power­
fully strong Norm Kendall, ,_a 
relative newcomer from Vancou­
ver, won, but since he failed to 
show well in any of the other 
events, his chances for a team 
berth are slim.
Markus is favored second most 
likely, due to his win over Van­
couver’s Ed B a r^  in he 1,000- 
metre match sprint and his fin 
ishing fifth to Barry’s sixth in 
the 10-mile final.
The only othei; contender, Louis 
Zanatta, a new Canadian from 
Italy, who rides out of Vancou­
ver, was probably eliminated 
when he finshed second to Enoch 
in the 4,000 metres.
Four members of ihe team 
have already been chosen. They 
are Art Higham and Pat Murphy 
of Toronto, Maurice Gagne of 
Quebec City and Ross McKinnel 
of Hamilton. All four finished 
among the top five in 94- and 124- 
mile trials in Hamilton Saturday.
Quantity exceeded quality last 
night in King Park, as the rant­
ing Rutland Rovers romped over 
the unhappy Blue Caps, 25-10 in 
a men’s league softball game,
The ’Caps, a junior club, are 
playing throughout the season 
with the seniors, but will with­
draw at play-off time to go into 
their own class for valley play.
There were times last night 
when the score seemed to indi­
cate they shoulud have with 
drawn, but the game youngsters 
kept up the pace throughout, and 
showed plenty of promise, once 
they have gained some more ex­
perience to deal with their big 
brothers. .
Big woodsmen for the Rovers 
were Tony Senger, with two 
three-run homers, and Dave 
Dulik, with ' another three-run 
circuit clout.
Burnell snared a singleton 
homer for the Blue Caps.
Both clubs were guilty of seven 
errors in the game, , and the 
Rovers made their 25 runs on 18 
hits, the ’Caps were ten for ten.
The Rovers started right -off 
strong, as lead-off batter A1 Volk 
clouted out a double. Mits Koga 
drew up at first r safe on a flex­
er’s choice, and Senger steppea 
up to drive the ball out .of the 
park. '
Reorda drew a walk off Rovers’ 
starting pitcher, Wostrodowsky, 
moved around on a fielder’s 
choice, and came in on an error 
with the ’Caps first run.
Rovers went down, 1, 2, 3, in 
.the second, and Kabatoff led off 
with a single fqr the ’Caps. Klas- 
sen got on due to a third base 
bobble, and Koenig singled Kab 
atoff home. Loseth walked, and 
A1 Manarin was called, in to the 
Rovers’ mound to finish _ the 
game. Casey collected a single 
off Manarin, driving in Klasshn 
and Koenig, and ended the in­
ning scoring a 4-3 for the ’Caps.
That was the last time they 
saw daylight, however, as Rut­
land came back with three in 
the third and four in the fourth, 
and the ’Caps only answered 
once. Rovers added two in the 
seventh, and 11 in the eighth, as 
the ’Caps only netted four.
Ihe Rovers collected two more 
in the ninth' and the ’Caps only 
ansewered once; the scorekeeper
wenthad writer’s cramp, and 
home.
Friday night’s contest between 
the Firemen and the Club 13, 
promises to be a tough one, with 
both clubs possessing good field­




Rovers 303 400 211 2—25 18 7
bringing a four-man British track 
team here for the British Colum­
bia centennial games, defended at 
the same time the international 
rule against pacers.
On the first subject. Crump 
said; • "People have gone abso­
lutely record mad. They won’t 
turn out unless there's promise 
of a record.”
HUMAN RABBIT *
He was even less kind about 
having a person set a fast pace 
deliberately to provoke a record 
or near-record time: "You might 
just as well use an electric rab­
bit, and have the runner chase 
it."
Crump, backed by 30 years in 
track and ficldd and four Olympic 
managing jobs for B r i t a i n ,  
sounded off at an informal press 
conference.
He was representing Britain's 
team here: Derek I b b o t s o n ,  
whose as yet unofficial time of 
3:57.2 In the mile is the world’s 
fastest: Dr. John Wrighton, Mi­
chael Farrell and George Knight.
Also at the press conference 
were members of the first track 
team from a Communist nation 
ever to compete in Canada. Po-, 
land’s best runners were friendly jlJf 
and outspoken, answering ques-'M 
tions readily on their personal I 
backgrounds and their feelings; 
toward sport. I
FIRST TRIP j
Spokesman for the group—by! 
virtue of a hesitant command of;
andowski, 2̂  - year - old surgeortii* 
from Stettin, near the Polish-GcrJ 
man frontier, and an entry In the
mile.
Others were ^ team manager 
Jan Mullak; sprinter Marian Folk 
23. 880-yard runner Zbigniew Ma- 
komaski, 25, and three - mllcr 
Zdzislaw Mrzj'.szkowiak, 28. Ji I 
UNCOLN, ANDERSON RUN
Makomaski-and Farrell will be 
competing in Friday night’s 8M 
along w i t h  Mai Spence of 
Jamaica, Charlie Jenkins of Vil- 
lanova and others.
The men to watch in the mile 
besides Ibbotson and LewandownM%| 
ski. will be Australians Merv Lln-^ 
coin and Alex Henderson. Canada 
has Norman Lloyd of Vancouver, 
now at Stanford University, and 
West McLeod of Toronto and Uni­
versity of Southern California.
Fot- the U.S. it’s Burr Grimm of 
Baltimore and Jack Larson of the 
University of Washington.
Krzyskowiak and Knight are 
expected to set a mean pace in 
the three-mile run against such 
racers as Frank Wyatt of Eng-  ̂
land and the University of Idaho,(! 
Doug Kyle of Calgary and Maury 
Graves of Stanford.
’Caps 131 000 0 4 1—10 10 71 school English—was Stefan Lew-
O'Malley Wins LA Vote; 
Red Tape Still Tangled
LOS ANGELES (AP) — lyalter 
O’Malley is still erect after the 
latest effort to yank the Southern 
California welcome mat from un­
der his Dodgers baseball team, 
but his equilibrium may be sub­
mitted to still further tests.
City voters decided in a refer­
endum election Tuesday to let 
O’Malley build a luxurious new 
stadium for the odgers in Cha­
vez Ravine, a mile from the heart 
of downtown Los Angeles.
Latest returns, today showed
WEDNESDAY'S FIGHTS
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
West Jordan, Utah—Joe Miccli 
147, New York, knocked out Jay 
Fullmer, 140, West Jordan, 3.
Albuquerque. N.M. — Jimmy 
iytartinez, 158, Glendale, Ariz. 
outpointed Jim Hergerle, 158, St, 
Paul, JO.
Legion Seeks Aid; 
Gals Ball Coaches
Tile Canadian Legion are look­
ing for help with their girls’ soft- 
ball league, being recruited froni 
elementary and junior h i g h  
schools, ages 12-14. ‘
So far, Mary' Welfier, Phyllis 
Marsh, Mrs. Herman McArthur 
and Gordon Sundin have volun­
teered their services to coach the 
lOO-odd girls expected to enroll 
Bob McKinstry, coach of the 
men’s softball cluL, the Firiemen 
has promised aid from his play­
ers, if the practice nights are 
Tuesday and Thursday.
The next practice night will be 
Friday at 6:30 on the Martin 
Avenue school grounds. Any 
volunteers will be welcomed.
176,605 votes in favor of giving 
the Dodgers the stadium site and 
159,028 against. The trend was not 
expected to change.
The‘r e s u l t s  mean O’Malley 
may get his athletes out of their 
makeshift playground at Memo­
rial Coliseum some time during 
the 1959 season — if the chubby 
baseball impresario from Brook­
lyn can vault a few more hurdles.
The barriers in question are 
lawsuits. There are several of 
them on file now, aU challenging 
the legality of the deal permit­
ting the Dodgers to set up shop 
in Chavez Ravine.
There are claims that the land 
cannot be conveyed to the Dod­
gers because there was a deed 
restriction on it when it was ac­
quired from the city, housing au­
thority providing that the land be 
used only for public purposes.
City, attorney Roger Arneburgh 
was asked to comment on the sit­
uation.
"It is our cbnsidered judg­
ment,” he said, "that the con­
tract is legal in aU its aspects. 
But these lawsuits may well 
cause some delay in. the Ultimate 
completion of the prooject.
m m m m m
TAN EVENLY
with
T A N - A I D S
from
Dyck's Drugs
i m m m m K
WEDNESDAY'S STARS
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Pitching: Johny Podres, Dodg­
ers—ended his four-game losing 
slump with a three-hit shutout in 
3-0 victory over the Redlegs, 
striking out seven,_ walking but 
two and twice retiring 11 in a 
row.
Hitang: Mike Baxes. Athletics 
—had four singles in four trips 
scoring in a three-run third and 
driving across the last two runs 





•  Weather Stripping
•  Aluminum Awnings
Call for Free EaUmatca
Kum fort
IIEATINO products
513 LaVirence Ave, 
Phone 2115
) I
CAR ON. THE SPOT?
Our tow-car wjll 
get there quick 
as a flashl
(III I
We’re as near ns the closest phono 
whenever or wherovor you need tow-- 
car service. We’re "on call" 24 hours, 
a  day, Jfusl phono J8 it,',
AUTO SEUVICE
I PHONE 3812
A SET OF 4
ALLSTATE"
S U P E R - S A F E T Y
N Y LO N  TIRES
F o r o n ly  *  5
•  Guaranteed 20 months against all road 
liasards Including broken glass, etc. ;
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Reg. Sale Size Reg.
25.95 19.88 670-15 28,9.5i
25.95 19.88 710-15 28.05
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AIMING AT 20 By Alan Mover
Tlic gathering of th? clan—of horse lovers—will take 
place this Sunday at the ’ House Among the Firs", better 
known as the Guisaclu.n Faim.
Horse owners, riders and lovers of the gentle quadrupeds 
will be on hand from 10 a.:u. until the sun has gone over the 
j yard-arm with every type cf event known to the average gymk­
hana filling the day with activity.
The show is the Annual Spring Gymkhana, held by the 
Kelowna Riding Club, and the qualifications for entry arc 
'  ' that the horse be ridden by a competitor, who is a member 
in good standing of a recognized riding club. 
f The gymkhana, kick-olf (or the club's activities each 
' year, represents something more than just a horse show for 
the average horse lover in the Orchard City and district, it is 
the big spring reunion of nrany who have drifted apart during 
the winter, when their interests diverge.
The site for the show couldn't be better, since G. D.
' "Paddy" Cameron, owner of the Guisachan Farm, is one of 
Kelowna’s pioneer residents, and a prime mover in getting 
the riding club back on its feet after it had gone downhill badly, 
subsequent to the war. Interest is expanding again, and there 
X-‘ arc very few horse-lovers in the district that don't drop around 
to Paddy’s every once in a while for advice, aid, or just a 
good chatj about horses.
r  With the increas)^ in interest .especially among the young- 
i j cr set, the spectator appeal of the shows is mounting, with the 
'■ probable result that some day in the near future it will be a 
j tough job to accommodate all the onlookers, unless Paddy 
, erects a stadium.
What’s more, no one who has attended has been disap- 
i pointed.
O P E N  C O M P E T I T I O N S
Tlie only event in the show that is closed is the horse 
• mastership judging for members of Kelowna Riding Club, for 
1 -Ihc intermediate and junior challenge cup, donated by.H. C. S 
; Collett, and calling for the owner to show his own horse. '
I In the horsemanship class, open to anyone fulfilling the 
4)’ age and experience restrictions, the juniors, 13 and under,
- ride for the Rannard Challenge Cup; the intermediate, 14-17, 
j vie for the Kelowna and District Riding Club Challenge cup, 
anti the junior -beginners have a separate cup. 
k. Other events included in the day’s activities are; relay 
stake race (three to a team); junior sack race; musical mugs;
. mat(;hcd pairs (English and Western); team pole bending 
, (senior and intermediate, three to a team); musical pairs,
; mixed; Oretna Green mixed pairs; pair jumping; senior jump­
ing.
The wind-up events, as the shadows are growing long, 
will be the thrilling tent-peg^ng and point-to-point events, 
climaxing a full day of entertainment.
An innovation this year that should prove to be very 
acceptable to Dad and Mum will be the pony rides, which arc 
^Oing to be harmied by the Kelowna Riding Club personnel, 
and will give tjre fretting youngsters a chance to get into the 
act.
• ’Twill be a day of enjoyment for old and young alike.
A N D  C U P  T I E S .  T O O
i, Another big event on the Sunday sports calendar will be 
the soccer cup ties, with the Kelowna Hotspurs, defending 
, cup champions, taking on the Kamloops United in City Park 
: at 2 p.m.
' ,v This sudden-death game will give the ’Spurs a chance 
' to come up with some of the. smooth action that carried them 
; through a season with only one defeat in league play last year, 
providing they don’t run out of steam in the second half.
Last Sunday the two clubs wound up their scheduled 
season in the Hub City, and the ’Spurs didn’t have enough 
sting in the second half to keep pace with the Uniteds. The 
dubs arc very evenly matched, however, and turn out a bright, 
hustling type of ball that is pleasing to watch.
The ’Spurs have good talent this year, but have been a 
narrow second-best more often than anything else this spring. 
The boy.s who have taken over froth them are the Interna­
tionales from Rcvclstokc. \
Entering the league last year, for the first time in 25 
years, the club from the north showed promise right awtty, 
with a youn^, hard-running team, who lacked nothing but 
polish and finish last season.
This spring they /lavc the experience, and their brand of 
play is pleasing in the extreme. The first time they played 
the ’Spurs here this season they were down 2-0 at half-time, 
but came out strongly in the second half and simply ran the 
locals into the grouncl.
They have also been managing to do the same thing against 
the Penticton Rangers, who are one of the cagicst clubs in the 
circuit, l\ut depend more on head than on sjpring-stccl legs.
The ’Spurs, howcvci, have a mixture of youth and age 
.that could provide the answer to the Rqvelstokc club, providing 
i^hey had the conditioning to run for the full time, with no let-up. 
Mat Turk, ’Spurs’ goalie, is as capable as any in the 
league, with the c.xccption of getting caught out of position 
the odd time, requiring some good ceiVer by his fullbacks.
The fullbacks, vcrtcran Jack Lomax and Charlie Bazzana, 
have plenty of savvy and experience to bar the door effectively, 
providing they get good clearing by the halfs.
' Much of the zip on the half line is suppliccl' by Pete Pohl- 
man, a sophomore with the club, and “rpokic’’ Pete Bulato- 
vitch, who has a powerful kick, working with various other 
halfs. .
Up forward, playing-coach Derek Crowthcr has Derek 
Bcardscll, Imre Rokus, Irwin Mueller, John Wiebe, and some 
other good talent to choose from, so he should have no trouble 
picking a squad and keeping some bench strength. 1. 
Sunday will tell the talc.
V G(X)D \LUCK, HOTSPURS. \
e)(cmn'
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By THE CANADI.%N PRESS 
American )>acuc
ChicaRo 002 000 320—7 9 0
New York 010 001 000—2 5 1
Pierce and Lollar; Sturdivant, 
Ditmar (7> Grim (8) and Berra; 
L — Sturdivant. HRs-Chi-Rivera 
<2), NY—Berra <71 Mantle (7). 
Detroit . 030 001 000—4 7 3
Baltimore 000 211 20x—6 11 1
Lary, Susce (7) and Began, 
Wilson (81: Johnson,-Lehman (4) 
Zuverink (7), Harshman (9) and 
Triandos. W: Zuverink. L: Lary 
HRs:, Det—Harris (3), Kuen (4); 
Balt—Triandos (9).̂
Kansas Cy 003 101 000-5 12 0
Wash 100 200 100—4 7 2
Urban, Trucks (7) and House: 
Cicotte, Stobbs (51. Clevenger
(8) , Hyde (9) and Courtney. W: 
Urban: L: Cicotte.
Cleveland 000 001 200 4—7 15 0
Boston 010 200 000 2—5 7 3
NarleskI, Lemon (5) Kelly (6) 
Wilhdm (6) and Nixon, Brown 
(5): Sullivan, Sisler (8) and Ber 
beret. W: Wilhelm: X.: Sisler. 
HRs; Bos—Jenson (10) Gernert
(9) : Cle—Harrell (5).
National League 
Phila 000 040 010— 5 10 2
Chicago 104 220 02—11 18 0
Roberts, Meyer (3) Hacker (5) 
Hearn (5) Miller (8) and Lopata: 
Drabowsky and S. Taylor. L: 
Roberts. HRs: Phila-Homus (2), 
Repulski (7) Chi - Banks (2-16), 
Walls (14).
« ■ W L Pet.' GBL
Milwaukee 27 16 .628 —
San Francisco 28 19 .‘.596 1
Pittsburgh 23 23 .500' 5)4
Chicago ' 21 25 .490 6
St, Louis 21 22 .488 6
Cincinnati 19 21 .475 6)4
Philadelphia 18 25 .419 9
Los Angeles 18 27 .400 10)4
Things haven’t looktd this good 
for the Los Angeles Dodgers in 
a long, long time. They’ve gained
\*otcr approval for the Chavez,later. The two clubs swapped 
Ravine deal, Johnny Podres has two-run spurts in the 10th.
junked his four-game slump with 
a three-hit shutout and those 
c r o w d  - collecting Milwaukee 
Braves arc coihing to town.
The Dodgers are stiU in the Na
Stan Musial hit his lOth homer 
and Ken Boyer rapped a two-run, 
in.'=ide-thc-park homer for tho 
Cards against Ron Kline (6-5'. 
Jim Brosnan (6-4) won his third
tional League cellar, but it's only I straight. He gave seven hits, 
a 4'4-name spread to third place|threo by Frank Thomas, who hit 
after Wednesday nights 34) job'his 14th home run 
on Cincinnati, It was the firsti
shutout hung up in the Coliseum,:...UK I cane with a man on for the Cubs,




The Braves, again drawing a
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
American League









29 11 .725 —
22 19 .537 7Vz 
22 24 .478 10
20 22 .476 10
21 24' .467 10'4 
21 24 .467 101/2
18 23 .439 IIV2
19 25 .432 12
loser. George Zuverink won his Milwaukee
-10 15 1100 010 113 21 
San Francisco
313 000 000 20— 9 14 2 
Rush, Trowbridge (2), Jay (5) 
Robinson (7) McMahon (8) John-
What more can'happen to De­
troit Tigers? Wednesday night, 
Harvey Kuenn, their leading hit­
ter, was injured and they’ve 
fallen back into the Ainerican 
League cellar.
The onetime all-star shortstop 
who has switched successfully to 
centre field this season, was cut 
near his right eye when he 
crashed into the wire fence in 
Baltimore oh a futile try for a 
home-run ' ball that gave the 
Orioles a 6-4 victory and put the 
Tigers in eighth spot.
Kuenn, 27, leading the injury 
hobbled Tigers with a .341 batt­
ing average, underwent plastic 
surgery. His eye appeared to es­
cape .injury*. • blit a , doctem. de­
clined to say whether Kuenn 
would play tonight.
Chicago White Sox, meanwhile, 
beat New York Yankees 7-2. 
Second-place Kansas City, 714- 
games behind the Yankees, de­
feated Washington 5-4, and Cleve­
land beat Boston 7-5 in 10 innings.
Gus Triandos, who drove in 
three runs, wrapped it up for the 
Orioles with his ninth homer in 
the seventh after Kuenn had 
broken a 3-3 tie with a solo home 
run, his fourth, in the sixth inn­
ing.
Frank Lary (5-5) was the
first, in relief.
Southpaw Billy Pierce pitched 
a five-hitter against the Yankees 
and fanned six to wrest the 
strikeout lead from New York’s 
Bob Turley, 55 to 53. Pierce also 
doubled in a two
against loser Tom ____ -
(1-3) that ended a string of 32' Thomas, .Schmidt (11).
scoreless innings for the White Johnson: L: Miller. HRs: 
Sox. •
Yogi Berra and Mickey Mantle
near-capacity crowd, moved into 
a one-game lead over second 
place San Francisco by beating 
the Giants 10-9 in 11 innings. St. 
Louis whipped Pittsburgh 6-3 and 
gained! a virtual tie for fourth 
place ' with Chicago. The Cub.’* 
bombed Philadelphia again 11-5 
with Ernie Banks belting his 15th 
and 16th homers, high in the 
majors.
SPAIIN CLINCHES IT
Charley Neal drove In two 
Dodger runs with a 420-foot triple 
The Na- and a sollj homer. Podres, now 
5-4, breezed, meanwhile, twice 
retiring 11 in a row and no-hitting 
the Rcdlegs over the last 4 1-3 
innings.
A v)inch-hit single by pitcher 
Warren Spnhn clinched it for the
I as the Phils’ Richie Ashburn 
crashed into the centre field 
wall. Moe Drabowsky won his 
third with a 10-hitter. Including 
two-run homers by Solly Hemus 
and Rip Repulski. while Robin 
Roberts lost his sixth in 11 de* 
cisicins.
THE DAILY COURIER 
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MONTREAL (CP) 
tional Hockey League winds up its 
annual meeting today with the 
intra-league draft after pulling off 
a couple of Montreal - originated 
sales and side-tracking demands 
of the players’ association a 
group not recognized ns such by Braves off losing reliever Stu 
the NHL owners. » iMiller (1-3). Down 7-1 after three,
‘ Montreal" Canaadiens departedH^^^ ninth as
from accepted practice T u e s d a y C o v i n g t o n  belted a three-run 
by announcing sales before the!}l°^* '̂  ̂ ^  the first pitch from re­
club owners could scatter to t h e i r B u r n s i d e —who was 
homes. Phoenix a few hours
Canadiens handed over de- CHILLIWACK (CP) — An in- 
fenceman Dollard St. Laurent to aucst will be held Friday morn- 
Chicago’ Black Hawks for an un-,ing into the deaths of Archie 
disclosed sum and peddled three | Morin. 28 and Joseph Basta- 
farm hands to Detroit Red Wings [rache, 48, who died after a prison 
aiau Conley (ID and Crandalllon a strictly cash basis. St. booze party at the Chilliwack
run third Sawatski (8): McCromick, Worth-|Laurent’s sale was something of River prison forestry camp May 
Sturdivant I ington (7). Burnside (9) Miller a shock to Montreal fans. 25.
siuraivanti .................... The NHL clubs picked up nine'------------------------------------------
homered, the seventh for each, 
for the Yankees.
Mike Baxes had four singles 
in four trips and drove in the As 
last two runs at Washington. 
Jack Urban won his fifth, with 
relief help, 'while winless A1 Ci­
cotte lost his third for the Sen­
ators, who had won,, four in a 
row.
The Indians ended their losing 
String at four, overhauling a 3-0 
Boston lead and then counting 
four in the 10th N Billy Har­
rell’s two - / Tun homer, three 
singles, a wild pitch and an error 
Hoyt Wilhelm won his second in 
relief. : although giving up a two- 
run homer to\ Dick Gernert in 




F ro m '5 7  Team
WINNIPEG (CP) — Winnipeg 
Blue Bombers today announced 
the signing of two holdovers to 
contracts for the 1958 Western 
Interprovincial Football U n i o n  
season. '
Returning to the club are Im­
port tackle Stay Canakes and 
Canadian halfback Gone Wlasiuk.
Canakes joined Bombers In 
1954 after graduating from the 
University of Minnc.sota. In 1956, 
he was cut by Bombers at the 
import deadline and was picked 
up'by Saskatchewan Roughriders. 
Under an agreement with Riders 
Canakes was returned to Winni­
peg in 1957 and he ituck with 
the club.
Wlasiuk graduated to Bombers 
last year from the 1956 Gana 
dian junior champion Winnipeg 
Rods. Smallest man on the team 
at 155 pounds, Wlasiuk was used 
mostly on punt rcturn,s.
COURTENAY (qP)-Princo.n8 
Hargaret will pay a brief visit 
o this central Vancouver I.sland 
•Ity the afteriuKin of July 16.




SAN FRANCISeeX (AP) --  Tho 
Manchester City soccer team of 
England walloped the Son Fran 
cisco all-star.s 9-1 Wcdnc.sday 
night before 15,000 fans at Kcznr 
Stadium, winning the f o u r t h  
game In their tour of tho United 
States and Canada.
Manchester was led by three 
goals by outside right Colin Bar 
low. \
Mil - Mantilla (2), Crandall (1 
Covington (10) SF - Speake C 
Sauer (10) Schmidt (7). 
Cincinnati 000 000 000—0 3 0 
Los Angeles 020 100 OOx—3 7 0 
Klippstein, Lown (3), Acker 
(5), Rabe (8), Schmidt (8) and 
Burgess; Podres and Roseboro, 
Walker (9). L — Klippstein. HRt 
LA; Neal (9). '
Pittsburgh 000 003 000-3 11 1 
St. Louis 020 300 Olx-'O 12 1 
Kline, Porterfield (4) Black- 
bqrn (5) Gross (6) and Foiles; 
Brosnan, Muffett (7) and H. 
Smith. W: Brosnan: L: Kline. 
HRs; Pgh—’Thomas-(14); StL—— 
Boyer (9), Musial (10).
PACIFIC COAST. LEAGUE 
Satt Diego 2 Spokane 5 
Portland 10 Vancouver 8 
Sacramento 1 Salt Lake City 9 






Taken by our photographer. 
It is easy to get souvenir 
photos of the time you were in 
the news. Send them to your 
friends or put them in your 
album.
Large Glossy 6'4 x 8)4 
Only $1.00
No Phone Orders Please




By WARD SIMS 
Pacific Coast League
W L Pet. GBL
minor leaguers in the inter­
league draft and the American 
Hockey League had exercised its 
draft privileges by grabbing 11 
players frgfn the Quebec Hockey 
League and the Western Hockey 
League.
Between these player scram­
bles, the joint relations commit­
tees of the NHL and minors tried 
to iron out a few problems and 
got nowhere.
It was much the same when 
players’ representatives met with 
NHL club owners, although an 
agreement was expected tod^y.
The players’ demands have in­
cluded requests for more money 
for the players’ pension fund, 
more money for "season finishes 
in the NHL standlings — particu­
larly for lower-place(l clubs—and 
greater ebnsideraitioh for  ̂veter­
ans so that they may l?e placed 
on. a free-agent baiis.v.
Player.representatives from all 
clubs were present at 'Tuesday’s 
meetings. They stayed on, and 
debated among themselves, long 
after the ovmers’ representatives 
ha(l; departed.
Phoenix 34 19 .642 —.
Vancouver 31 20 .609 2
Salt Lake City 26 22 .542 5'4
San Diego 25 25 .500 7)4
Sacramento 21 26 .447. 10
Spokane . 22 29 .431 11
Portland 19 26 .422 11
Seattle 20 31 .392-13
Dusty Rhodes, the same guy
who sparked'New York Giants 
to their 1954 World Series con­
quest of Cleveland, showed the 
kids last night how the veterans 
win games.
The powerful Rhodes smashed 
out a ninth-inning homer with 
two mates aboard to give the 
Pacific C o a s t  League-leading 
Phoenix Giants a 7-5; come-from- 
behlnd victory over Seattle.
With the victory the Giants 
moved into a two-gam'o lead over 
second place .Vancouver Moun? 
ties, who blew a 7-1 lead In losing 
10-8 to tho Portland Beavers,
In other games, the Salt Lake 
City Bees took Sacrarpento’s So- 
lons for a 9-1 ride and Spokane 
Indians rattled San Diego 5.2
The Giants Went Into the ninth 
trailing .5-3, After two 'were out. 
Curt Barclay reached first on an 
error. He scored on singles by 
Felipe Alou and Andre Rodgcr.s, 
and they came In on Rhodes’ 
clout. "
Senttlo’s big innings was ,thb 
third. Tlie Rninlors got three runs 
on (wo walks, Jim Dyck's triple, 
to loft field ond.nn error.
The Mountics piled up seven 
runs in the first throb Innings 
against Portland whilo the Bca- 
vcr.s wore struggling to get one 
but after that it was Kltt.y-bar 
tho-door ns th() Bevos came back 
with singlc.s in tho fourth and 
fifth, four in tho sixth and three 
in tho seventh.
Two of the final three runs
came on Wiley Moore’s home 
run. Ray Barker got a bases- 
empty homer in Vancouver’s sev­
enth. Bill Henry, who came on 
for Portland in the sixth and held 
the Mounties to two hits the rest 
of the way, was the winner.
The Bees got nine hits in whip­
ping the Solons, who chipped in 
four errors to help Salt Lake City 
along.. Don Urquhart kept his 
record spotless at 5-0 in limiting 
the Solons to five hits.
The Bees’ big inning was the 
sixth. They got four runs on only 
two hits, Dick Stuart’s double 
and J im  McDaniel’s two-run 
homer.
The I n d i a n s  parlayed ' six 
straight singles into four runs in 
the first inning and that was 
enough to carry them to their 
decision over San Diego. Connie 
Grob Won it, holding the Pads 
to six* hits in working the dis­
tance.
Spokane’s fifth jrun came on 
Bob Jenkfn.s’ solo homer in the 
fifth. .The Padres got, their two 
runs in the first on. an error, 
Fred Hatfield’s double and Eddie 
Kazak’s single. '
T A X I
Radio Controlled
ANYWHERE'
Im a g in e  .  • .  g o ld e n  
crusted tender rolls made 
with tangy sour cream! 
Easy? Definitely, when the 
yeast is F leischm ann’s 
Aaive Dry! If you bake at 







1485 Ellis SL 
Opposite the Post Office
} T  \
t- %̂v-\
1• Scold
Vx pint {VA cups)





1 teaspoon salt 
1 fablespoen butter or 
margarine 
Cool to lukswann|




I leaspeon granulated 
sugar ,
Sprinklo with contantt of 
I envalbpo 
Flofschmdnn’s 
Active Dry Yoasl 
l«l itond 10 inlnutsî  THEN ittr 
wall. '
Stir
Vt loaspooh baking 
soda
Into lukaworm sour croom mlxlurai 
than 8tlr mlxtura Into yaott.
Stir In
iVx cups onco-slfted 
a|!-purposo flour
 ̂ X X X  X
and baot until tmooth and aloitlc,' 
Work In on additional 
V/t cups (about) 
once-sifted 
all-purpose Hour
3« Turn out bn floufad board and 
knaod until'imooth and-aloitlc. 
Placa In grooiad bowL Graoia 
lop. Cover. Lai ilia In a warm 
place, free front draft, until 
doubled in bulk—about V* hour.
Punch down dough.Tum but on 
tlghlly-floured boord and knead 
until imoolh. Dlvlda dough Into 3 
aquol portlontj ihopa each portion 
11nto a 12-Inch roll end cut Into 12 
equal placet. Shape each place 
of dough Into a roll about 3 Inchai 
long. Arrange, about on Inch 
opart, on greoiad cookie theati, 
Graoia topi. Cover. Let rlie until 
doubled In bulk—about 40 




fCfffPS FRiSH FOR WUKS
Anothii ttni product of '
, ITANDARD BRANDS LIMITU i.
Angler Battles 
41 lb. Salmon
CAMPBELLTON, N.B. (CP) 
Rod fisnerman Ken Adams of 
Gampbellton battled 80 mlnutc.s 
but came uji with the flsh-:a 41- 
pound Atlantic salmon. '
Veteran anglers of the 
gouche River say the r , , 
which was 45 inches long 
inches in girth, is the V 
landed there In the last 10 yciii's, 
Adams hooked the fish with a 
silver grey fly.
The wprld record is 79 pounds, 
two ounce.s', set at Tnnnelv, Nor. 
way, In 1028.Thc Canadian rccr 
ord Is 55 pounds,' set at Grand 
Cnscni^cdin River, Quc„ in 1939,
BEvSURE TO SEE
At the Arena, Friday, June 6
. DOOR PRIZES
12 Noon to AAidnight
^  FREE AOMISSjON
FORDS EDSELS CONSULS ZEPHYRS CONVERTIBLES THUNDERBIRDS
ORCHARD CITY MOTORS (1956) LTD. — 1487 I’cndozi Si . —Phone 2340 ^
PICTURE WINDOW COACH
s
See M ore . . .  
Save M o re . . .
Let the.C |^R do your driving. See Canada’s many wonders through 
the sweep qf wide picture windows as you relax in the deep cushionetl, 
rccliping seats of Canadian National’s modern air-conditioned Railcoach.
* Save more too — low fares and good coffee-shop meals make CNR 
Railcoach the thriftier way to travel.
n i k i i n  k e l o w n a t o
B  * 1 ^ 1  K B  # One-way Returd
VANCOUVER  ,.......... $12.35 ' $22.25
*:'>M‘>NT0N ........ ........................ 21.40 , 31.55
i ..... ...... .............•••--- , W » :  ■ 74.55
To r o n t o - ................. ...............  w s  ,* ."
‘ MONTREjVI^  .......................... 86,61 141,25
^  CANADIAN NATIQjlWp
, For infoTMOttqn, plooio lot, writ* olr 
I , Agent CNR Station Phono 2330 
City Ticket) Oflco, 310 Bernard Ave., Phono 2328
. . ....... ...... ................................ "HI........ ... . ..... ............mil I ....... ..t ' I ■ - ,
 ̂ J
5 0  GOLDEN Y EA RS
Anniversary Presentation M ade A t'T h e ' Aquatic
Bjr DOEOTHY GEXUiTLT
‘ The abiding friendships of fifty 
years was tangibly felt Tuesday 
evening at the “at home” honor­
ing Mr. and Mrs. G. A. McKay 
®a the occasion of their golden 
wedding anniversary.
Held at the Aquatic ballroom, 
the guests of honor, with their 
groomsman and bridesmmaid, 
received the guests beneath an 
arch topped by golden wedding 
bclLs. liie groomsman was Mr.
McKay's brother, Gregor McKay, 
of Vancouver, while the brides­
maid was Mrs. McKhy's sister, 
who, with her husband, J. B.
Carter, came from Winnipeg.
In proposing thc^tbast to the 
guests of honor. Bob Whlllis ex­
actly expressed the sentiments of 
those who have shared half a 
century of living with them In 
Kelowna, when he said: " . . .  
the title of ‘good citizens' might 
well be bestowed on those two 
people who have doge>a darned 
good Job . , . Alex has served 
on every organization in town.
Including the school board, and 
on up to alderman—then Mayor”
. . .  In her turn Mrs. McKay 
“Sparky—has taken p a r t  in 
many things, one of the first 
Jobs she tackled being on the 
Ladies Hospital Aid . . . Her 
kindness and help to everybody 
is well known . . .
“Both have been a wonderful 
asset to tlie social life of the 
town . . . "  and mindful of this,
Mr. Whillls said he felt it is a 
great privilege to speak on be­
half of those present, and to 
wish the bride and groom a 
happy, happy future,” He then 
presented to them a book con­
taining the signatures of their 
many friends, and, turning to 
Mrs. P. B. Willlts, asked her to 
present the gift of a golden 
punchbowl from their friends of 
long standing. The inscription on 
this handsome bowl with its lions 
heads and handles read; “1908- g  Hughes-Games, Mr. and Mrs. 
3958. Presented to Mr. and Mrs.Ujj.i3Q^eii m ,.. and Mrs. Jack 
George Alexander McKay byU-gyjo,. j  whillis, Mr. and 
‘ their many friends in K e l o w n a , H a r p e r ,  Mr. and Mrs. 
B.C., June 3rd. 1958." - Dan Gordon, Goalie Campbell,
• REMINISCENCES Mr, and Mrs. Bob Hayman, Mrs,
Dr. W. J , Knox was the next Weddell, former mayor
speaker, and in reminiscing of jjnx Pettigrew. Mrs. A. C. Poole 
I years long gone—back to 1904, daughters.
' when Mr. McKay first arrived j^g  -j. Treadgold, Miss B. 
[ In Kelowna, he said that at that 
» . time he never would have be-
• lieved it possible that Mr. Mc- 
‘ Kay would see 1958 . . .  Knowing 
I him through aU these years, and
• Mrs. McKay since their marriage 
and her arrival in Kelowna, Dr.
’ ■ Knox said that it had been a de-
• light to know them during that
■ time. , ,  ,,
Replying feelingly, Mr. McKay 
! said that he could only say 
» thankyou to everybody, and in
• ‘ voicing the thanks of himself
• . and bis “bride of 50 years" for
• their friendship, and for the to-
• kens of that friendship—to be
• treasured through the rest of 
M their lives together—he wished 
*• • everyone well.
Rather than attempt the im- 
^ possible apd give a list of all who 
^  attended the “at'home” it might
•  well be by far the lesser task
■ , to try  to mention whose who 
» were nov able to be there!
•* Familiar faces were seen,, all 
** reflecting the joy they felt in 
I honoring two people whose 
% friendship has deepened through
• the years . . .  Pleasure in meet- 
r  ing sddopa-met friends on so 
U happy an occasion . . . There 
» were visitors from far and near 
** and from those'unable to come 
I there were many, many tele-
. i. ■ grams of congratulation.
« Besides the groomsman and 
2; bridesmaid, with their respec- 
.  tive wife and husband, there 
were, from Winnipeg,  ̂ Mr. and
• Mrs. McKay’s daughter, Mrs.
Iris MerrUl and daughter Glenfia,
and Mrs. McKay’s brother and 
wife, Mr. and Mrs. Rockley Hol­
man^ F r o m  Kamloops there 
were Mr. and Mrs. George Mc­
Kay and their children, Ross and 
Wendy. Mr. McKay being Mr. 
and Mrs. G. A. McKay’s son.
Chief among the guests, other 
than members of the family were 
Premier and Mrs. W. A. C, Ben­
nett, who flew from the capital 
lor the occasion; Mayor R. F.
Parkinson and Mr. and Mrs. Q.
L. Jones, ^  _
Mrs. P. B.
AUCE AV1N8BY Women’s Editor
TinjB., JUNE 5. 1958 THE DAILY COURIER
HITHER A N D  YON
GUESTS ASSEMBLED . . . on 
the tree-shaded lawn for the des­
sert party held Tuesday after­
noon, when Mrs. E. P. Carruth- 
ers and Mrs. W. J. O’Donneli 
were co-hostesses at the lat­
ter’s home on Park Ave.
VISITING HER DAUGHTER 
. . and son-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. 
F. Kerfoot, is . Mrs. Ross Monti 
of Inglewood, Calif.
ATTENDING . . .  the Centen­
nial Games in Vancouver are Mr. 
and Mrs. J. H. Panton, who plan 
to spend a few days at the coast 
city.
,1,
committee of arbiters whom w# , 
consider eminently qualified to 'f*jl 
evaluate the social precedence of * 
the citizens of your community.”
There is no mention in the let^ . 
lets of the fee. ;
The Vancouver Better Business 
Bureau reported Monday it re­
ceived similar inquiries.
W IFE PRESERVERS
VISIT GREAT BRITAIN . . 
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Porter, East 
Kelowna leave today for Van­
couver from where they will 
leave Sunday to fly the polar 
route to London, England aboard
Blue Blood Book 
Queried A t BBB 
Because Of Fees
TORONTO (CP)-Several To­
ronto residents reported today 
they have received letters invit­
ing them to be included in the 
Social Register of‘Canada.
The Toronto Better Business 
Bureau said it received several 
calls from residents who said 
they had received letters and 
wanted to investigate the source.
The letter:;, they said, suggest­
ed they or their forebears “have 
contributed significantly to Can­
ada’s social development."
The letters say the Social Reg­
ister is being published in Mont­
real and “prepared for presenta­
tion to Her Majesty the Queen.’’ 
A bureau spokesman said he
In o pwck«rtd-w*av« tIolK, ckedi 
t« iM Hwt thmodt cm held firmly 
and tvWy. If not, the fabric h 
•Uaiy and wUI dw9 -
D. K. GORDON MAKES PRESENTATION AT 50lh WEDDING CELEBRATION
CPA’s new aircraft “Britannia". 
While in the Old Country they 
will visit sisters in London and 
nearby points. They plan to be 
away about five weeks.
ENJOYING A SHORT STAY 
. . . at Eldorado Arms recently 
were Mr. T. Sharland ■ of Lus 
aka, Northern Rhodesia, Dr. and 
Mrs. J. W. Carter, Portland,] 
Ore., Mr. and Mrs. G. Nolle of 
Vancouver, Mrs. W. S. Day, Chil­
liwack, Mrs. F. A, Soy, Van­
couver, and Mr. E. D, Wood­
ward, North Vancouver.
learned from the Better Business 
Bureau in Montreal that the fee 
for inclusion in the register was 
$25. Copies of the book will be 
$100 each.
SELECTED BY PANEL 
The letters say; “The inclusion 
of your name and those of the 
members of your immediate 
family has been initiated by a
''-^1
H
Wilson and Miss Flora Perry, 
Mrs. F. R. E. DeHart, Rev. 
and Mrs. R. S. Leitch, Mrs. 
R. P. MacLean, Mr. and Mrs. 
Ron Fraser, Mr. and Mrs. W. E. 
Adams, Mr. and Mrs. H. C. S. 
Collett, Mr, -and Mrs. Benmore, 
Mr. andjMrs, Len Lcathley, Col. 
and Mrs. Jack Hoi a. Mr. and 
Mrs. H. A. Truswell, W. J.
Beaver-Jones, Capt. and Mrs. C. 
R. Bull, Mr. and Mrs. C. G. Bees- 
ton. Mr. and Mrs. Reg Brown, 
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Glenn, Mr, 
and Mrs. W. D. Walker and her 
daughter, Mrs. Upton, Jock 
Thompson,
From Kamloops came Mrs. A. 
Wiseman, formerly of Kelowna, 
and from Vernon there were Miss
Hilda Cryderman a n d  Miss 
Nancy Jerman.
Pouting during the tea hour 
were Mrs. P. B. WilUts, Mrs. E, 
Abbott, Mrs. R. Holman and Mrs. 
G. McKay.
The three tiered wedding cake 
graced dhe “bride’s” table, and 
bowls of golden roses were used 
for decoration.
CONST. AND MRS. D. W. NICHOLSON
V Paul Ponich Photo
Ritchie Wed To RGMP 
^^o,nstable' In ̂ Afternoon Rites
M r'nnd^M ra"'*M ^Ab^t! ^ r ! l  Orange blossom jbranches com- 
Mrt I f  o r d ^  Herbert Mrs. Wned withr pink ind white v̂ o- 
M n . . S ’and d Z h S ^  " " " ’ nles banked the altar of First
Mrs ^ a y  Corner. Dr. United ̂ C for the afternoon
, r d  Mrs j  Km s . Mr, .n d j-o d ^ w  on Wcdnrsd.y^ M w J8, 
-Mrs, Jack Dunlop, Mr. and Mrs 
Jim Browne, Mr. and Mrs. W
* I : — —  .
-Vernon Dance 
'Group Entertains
of Margaret Jcancen Ritchie, 
younger daughter of Mr.t and 
Mrs. Rne G. Ritchie, Kelowna, 
to Const. Donald Wilbert Nichol 
son, RCMP, elder son of Mr. and 
Mrs. 'W. R. Nicholson, Young’s 
Point, Gnt. J
Given in marriage by her fa­
ther, the bride wore n full length 
«»il • " / ” I I lace and tiiffcta gown of trndi-A A/h ltP  l I l l l n  tional white, styled on princessVVIIIlC V.OIIC V-IUW jiines, which featured a tight fit-
Tho Kelowna and District 
White Cane Club held the regu­
lar monthly meeting on Tuesday,
May 27 at Kelowna.
. Mrs. Margaret Reed gave a 
most informative talk on the 
C.C.B. convention that she had 
ftttcndcd at Vancoiivcr.
The club was entertained with a 
’ delightful dance done by the SH- 
ver Star dance club from Ver­
non, This was grentiy enjoyed by 
oil members and their gtildes, 
and ended nil too aooni An excel­
lent lunch was then served, and 
members ond guides were trans­
ported back to their homes, by 
the kindness of the Lions
ting lace -bodice, and short 
sleeves of lace. The bouffant 
tulle skirt was fashioned with 
tatteta apron edged with lace 
Taffeta mittens complemented 
the bridal dress. The bridal veil 
of lacc-cdgcd \ tulle, fingertip 
length, was secured by a Mary 
Queen of Scots headdress. A cas 
cadlng bouquet of red roses and 
white stephonotls was carried by 
the bride who wore an heirloom 
hand-painted brooch which had 
belonged to her grandmother.
Attending the brldo whs her 
only sister, Miss Ellen Ritchie, 
v/hose wattz-lcngth Ice hide taf­
feta gown was also in the prin­
cess style with a lace bodice and 
taffeta skirt. Her headdress, a 
spray of leaves of the same color 
as the dress was worn at the back 
of the head, and she wore lace 
mittens entone. Pink frill roses 
and stqphonotis formed the 
bridesmaid’s bouquet.
Rev, R. S. Leitch officiated at 
the ceremony. David Ritchie, 
younger brother of the bride was 
best man, and the bride’s twin 
brother, Jol» L. .Ritchie usher­
ed. Organ selections were played 
by Dr. Ivan Beadle during the 
signing of the register.
A receptioli was held at the 
Panorama Room of the Aquatic 
for 40 guesta The bride’s mother 
chose a gown of pinkj*‘air lace?’;' 
with wMte accessories and wore 
corsage of white carnations. 
The groorri’is mother worp a navy 
blue model accessoried in'white, 
and her corsage was of pink 
carnations. A bridal toast .vfrnS- 
proposed by Mr. A. R. Clarke 
to . which the groom made re 
sponse. Pre^ding at the urii was 
Mrs. Roy White of Young’s Point, 
the groom’s aunt. Pink and white 
peonies decorated the buffet 
table which was centred by 
three-tiered wedding cake, top­
ped by pink rosebuds and flanK- 
ed by pink rose bouquets.
The bride chose a pale blue 
suit with white accessories for 
the wedding trip which' was 
spent motoring to coastal and 
United States points. Her cor­
sage was of red roses. On their 
return they will take up residence 
at Vanderhoof, where the groom 
s stationed wth the local detach­
ment.
Guests from out of town Indud- 
ed the groom’s grandmother, 
Mrs. W. Nicholson, Sr., Mrs. W. 
R, Nicholson, the groom’s moth­
er, both from Young’s Point, Ont., 
Mrs.' Roy Wright and Mrs. A. 
Nesbitt, the groom’s aunts, from 
Toronto, Mrs. Graham R. Tench, 
White Rock, Mrs.. Richard Has- 
selback with Mark, from Vancou­
ver, Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Myers, 
Penticton, Miss Bpryl, *Corry, 
Victoria, Mr. and Mrs. D. S. 
Jeffrey, Miss I. Lowe, and Mrs 
Morrison, all from 'Scotland
POT-POURRI
LEAVING TOMORROW . . . 
for Montreal where they will 
board the “Empress of England" 
bound for Liverpool are Mrs. 
Arthur Clarke accompanied by 
h e r  three daughters, Janet, 
Trudi, and Rona, and Mrs, Wil­
liam Maxson with sons Roland, 
Colin and baby Mark. They plan 
to spend two and a half months 
in England before returning via 
the same vessel.
l^ iiaH A R D  OF HEARING
By ALICE WIN8BY
I’m more nervous tonight than 
I was fifty years ago.” So spoke 
the silver-haired distinguished 
gentleman who stoqd beneath a 
festal arch beside his sweet-faced 
bride of half a century ago.
Golden * wedding anniversary 
celebrations are very moving af­
fairs, and approximately 400 
hdarts were touched when old 
friends' and new congregated in 
the Aquatic ballroorri Tuesday 
evening  ̂ to wish Mr. and Mrs. 
G. A. McKay many more years 
of happinpjs tQgetiver,,„. .....
Making the occasion even more 
significant' the original attend­
ants were present to support the 
principals as they had many 
memories ago. Mrs. Janies B, 
Carter of Winnipeg, Mrs, Mc­
Kay’s sister, and Mr. J, G. Me 
Kay of Vancouver; his brother’ 
groomsman, stood in the receiv­
ing line, while old and young ex­
pressed heartfelt good wishes 
To Mr, and Mrs. McKay we 
say—“Smooth sailing and a fair 
wind for the rest of your journey 
together.”
At a press luncheon on Tues­
day, I was among many who 
were being introduced to the new 
apple cider, current hope of val­
ley growers. What a ; delicioyq 
bubbly brew it is! Ours was serv­
ed in the recommended glass. 
Known as a fizz glass in steward 
circles, this is a stemmed short 
goblet which admirably displays 
the product’s sparkling beauty.
■ Flavor-wise, this is not a sweet 
drink, neither is it bitter. Jf you 
like the dry quality In a refresh­
er, you’ll love B.C.’S; apple elder.
VISITING HER BROTHER . . .  
and sister-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. 
King Neil at the-weekend, was 
Mrs. T. A. Ripley of Kamloops, 
who was en route to Calgary 
where she will take up residence.
GUESTS AT THE HOME . . 
of Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Spiller for 
a few days were their son Aidan, 
who is working in Vancouver at 
present, and Ray Carroll of In­
vercargill, South Island, New 
Zealand.
PREMIE^ AND MRS. W. A. 
C. BENNETT . . . flew from the 
Kootenays on Tuesday evening to 
be present for Mr. and Mrs. G. 
A. McKay’s golden wedding an­
niversary celebration. Others 
affair-included Mr. and Mrs. R  
who travelled to Kelowna for the 
Woodland, Courtenay, Mr. and 
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Carter, Mr. 
Mrs. J. G. McKay, Vancouver, 
Mr and Mrs R H Holman, Mrs._E 
J. Merrill and Glenda, all of Win­
nipeg. Mr. and Mrs. G. H. Mc­
Kay with Ross and Wendy, Mrs 
A. Wiseman, Mr. J. Schreifel all 
of Kamloops, Mr. and Mrs. E 
McKay, Mrs. S. Jones,- Miss H, 
Cryderman and Miss N. Jermyn 
all of Vernon.
RESEARCH GRANTS 
AW ARD ED  BY , CARS
Y o u th fu l  O f f e n d e r s  
C re a te  D is tu r b a n c e
-VANCOUVER (CP) — .Girls 
from two dormitories at the Girls 
Industrial School,here have been 
confined to the school’s maxi­
mum security annex follcjwing a 
disturbance.
Police were, called when the 
girls barricaded themsqlves Ip 
their dormitories and destroyed 
bedding and pillows, brokti win­
dows and shattered fixtures.
DOES YOUR SHOPPING 
M S I INCLUDE CHICKEN?
TORONTO (CP) — The Cana­
dian Arthritis and Rheumatism 
Society T u e s d a y  announced 
grants and fellowships totalling 
$155,000.
The grants provide funds for 
research equipment, supplies and 
technical equipment in seeking 
the causes of arthritis and other 
rheumatic diseases. , ;
Grant winners incl(ide Dr, 
Mark Nickerson, University of 
Manitoba; Drs. Marvin Darrach, 
If. E. Taylor and J. W. Thotnas, 
University of British Columbia, 
Fellowship winners include Dr. 
Fletcher ■ D. Baragar, Winnipeg.
Small Principal 
A t Christening 
Ceremony Sunday
Ah interesting event toqk place 
at the home of Miss Janet John­
ston, Sutherland Ave., on Sun­
day, June 1, when John David 
Hay, infant son of Mr., and Mrs. 
John R, Johnston of Calgary was 
christened by Rev. D. M, Perley, 
Following the christening a tea 
was held at .the home of Mr, and 
Mrs. Darby Hayes in Okanagan 
Mission. Relatives present to wit­
ness the christening were from 





from 10 a.m. to 9 p.m.
You are cordially Invited to come in 
and discuss your hearing problems 
with Mr. E. C. Gorling, acknowledged 
hearing aid authority. He will demon­
strate the many different models of 
Beltones and scientifically test your 
hearing without charge or obligation.
E. C. GORLINO
Bonded Consultant
K W  W A Y S  T O  M e A R  A G A m  
A T  H A m t A L  I M - U m . . .









IF HEARING IS YOUR PROBLEM No Cord —  No Button. I
Lightweight and 
comtortable ■
Higher fidelity hearing 
Conects even severe 
IS YOUR ANSWER! losses
ALSO BELTONE CONDUCTION GLASSES
•  Nothing in thq Ear
CLIP n n s  AD — IT’S 
WORTH $10 on the pur­
chase of any BELTONE 
HEARllSfG AID DUR­
ING THIS CLINIC.
Terms glajily arranged 
and trade-in allowance 
for your present aid.
Phone*Jiotel
For Home Demonstration
Beltenea are the same price in 
Canada as In U.B.A.
E. C. Gorling & Co. Ltd.
524 West Pender St. 
Vancouver 2 ,B.C.
Thc^ he sure to nsk for 








It's Efc-sh . . .
It's Select . . •
It’s Okanagan
SPECIAL THIS WEEK boiling fowl cut up In 
a low priced week-end treat.
O.K. DRIVING SCHOOL
Opens June 16th ■— Phono 2352 for Inlormatlon
JOIN NOW . . .
DRIVe in  8  HOURS OF LESSONS
Here is your oppprtunily to learn to drive the A.A.A. 
approved method with a dual control car Under the guid- 
ancc( of a fully qualified instructor. ^
t I\c Certificate issued by the school will mean TO YOU 
a reduction in insurance cost. ; ^
y. S o . . .  I f  You R eally  W a n t  
T o  Please H im  on 
Father s D a y . . .  Give Him  
A  G I F T  f r o m  H E R E / /
MEN'S CASUAL SHOES
Wolverine Pigskin , . , crepe soles 
Black pr White .......... .......—- ........ 9 .9 5
SANDALS, cork soles .  .  .  .  .  .  4.95
frays
Ask for
THE BEST IN CHICKEN MEAT
SAVE A dollar ON THE 
 ̂ COST o r THIS COURSE
Bring this ad with you when you enroll; 
It will be worth a dollar to you.
Phone 2352
BROWN GORE\SLIPPERS
Here’s a special that’s sure to please.
Reg, 4.9.'). Special ............. .............................. . 3 .9 5
Have your children entered our Father's Day Contest?
60 NEW bicycles TO BE GIVEN AWAY
It’.s simple — just answer “I love my Dad because , * *” 
Eniry formsjfrom ihc store . . .
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Y o u  c a n  s e r v e  s a la d s  t h a t  a r e  d i f f e r e n t  -  m o re
s
c o lo r fu l  a n d  c r is p y - f r e s h  t a s t i n g  w h e n  y o u  
s h o p  a t  SUPER-VALU!
SUPER-VALU’S extra-wide variety of fruits and vegetables makes 
it easy; for you to vary your salad dishes and our every day, early 
morning delivery enables ypu to make salads with more eye and 
taste appeal. The complete selection of salad oils and dressings 
(checked regularly for freshness) that SUPER-VALU offers is a 
further aid in tossing palate-exciting, nutritious salads.
V*
„  .MS'*, «  V'»
^ CO?
\C^‘
TO M ATO ES» 2 fof 49c 
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RAD ISH ES &  GREEN 0 N I0 N S i^ &
Fresh and Crisp, pkg. .  •  -  -
2 < o ' l 5 c
'At SALAD  d r e s s in g  'Super-Valu, 32 oz. jar .  .  -  - - .  -  .  .
M A RG A R IN E 2 its 53c
★  SOCKEYE SA LM O N
Y oull lind all the exciting, different salad items eacn day a t SUPER-VALU. Such things as Avocadasi Romaine,
I Endive and many more.
' ' SALAD ’ NEPS
M A Y O N N A IS E  Kraft, 24 oz. jar .......... ................:.. 6 9 c
S A L A D  D R E S S IN G  Miracle* Whip, 16 oz. jar ............ 4 3 c
FRENCH D R ESSIN G
S A L A D  D R ESSIN G  Good Kasoi.,; p k « . t o r  3 5 c  
BONELESS C H IC K E N  bo„ .  4 . . . . .  .................. 2 9 c
S A L A D  O IL  St. Lawrence, 15, oz. tin ....... ................. . ..... 3 9 c
LO BSTER Nabob Fancy, ..yZs, tin ........ . 9 7 c
Fancy Vz's -  -  _ .  .  .  .  . 2 for 85 c
READY-TO-EAT, -  %  SKINNED -  DEFAHED
Wonderful Summer M eat at a
Special Low Price. Whole, half or quartered : I D  .
ITEMS YOU'LL NEED ECONOMY SUGGESTIONS
PEACHES “ !!!■.:,.... 2  ror 49c SHRIMP .... ....................45c
INSTANT COFFEE 5 oz. jar
4 oz. tin ..i......
■/
• Crawford,
TEA Nabob, 1 lb. pkg. ..
:9 9 c  CRABMEATr/s.in
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Empire Brand .  .  .  .
ft.4.^
SLICED BACON  
COOKED M E A T S lt;if’:‘” “ V 
P R IM E  R IB  RO AST ■■. 75  c
GRAY DUNN
CARAMEL WAFERS
Today's Most Popular Biscuit 
8 o z . pk g . . . .  2 53c
FRUIT P U N C H 5 9 c  
ICE CREAM S , f :::   2  ,0. 47c
C D C C U  U D E A n  0  Q 0 <*rK C d n  D K C M I/ 2 4  oz. lo a f ........ 4* for OYC
LOTION 59c
Prices Effective ^
Thurs., Fri., and Sat. 
J u n a 5 |6 a n d 7
lOO : B.C. o w n e d " AND OPERATED
AN INDEPENDENTLY OWNED FOOD MARKET - SERVING THE KELOWNA AREA SINCE 1921
ITALY NOW HAS A GUIDED MISSILE
* Italy- moves into the guidcd- 
» missile age as this new anti-
* aircraft rocket nears the end
•  of the production line at a fac-
•  tory in Rome. Workmen arcI ' I—... .....................
:  SCIENTIST SAYS:
aligning the tail fins of the mis­
sile, which is' designed to be 
fired from a mobile twin-laun­
cher. Already tested at an un­
disclosed site. Uic rocket can
reach a maximum height of 
some 65,000 feet at a speed of 
1,620 miles an hour and is guid­
ed to its target by an automatic 
radar aiming device. .
Get Rid Of Ice A t North ^
And Weather W ill Soon Warm Up
•  By ALTON L. BLAKESLEE [ogists say. But It's mostly Just
•  m V _ 'talk right now.•  NEW YORK (AP>—To change <
weather, a Russian scientist 
.suggests an audacious idea:
•  Let’s get rid of all the ice at
ihe North Pole and the Arctic )cean, he says. Do that, and he 
•doesn’t think it would freeze up 
%gain under present climatic con- 
rfiit^s.
* Tfcen the Arctic Ocean would 
Jjecame a huge new open sea for 
5vorld shipping. This man-made 
 ̂change would enormously benefit 
She U.S.S.R., Canada and othe» 
Jgountries bordering the Arctic. It 
«ould open new lands for farms, 
food, forests and towns. .
* Fantastic?
: •  Well, U.S. scientists are talking 
Bbout one day killing off hur- 
ficanes' and tornadoes before 
4hey get started. They’re trying 
to  prevent clouds from shooting 
Jut lightning that,starts disas- 
Arous forest fires. .;,r 
. •  They dream of steering or 
1 r  e a 11 ”1 g snowstorms so they 
don't paralyze big Cities. Or 
Bringing rain to lands levered by 
Irought. ' /  ^
* These are promises of tomor- 
' tow’s new science • of weather 
lontrol. !
ItEAPOI^ OH WAR?
•« In that same science; somfe see 
potential, weapon of war — 
feather wati One nation could 
create b 1 i z z a t  d s, floods, and 
• flroughts to cripple an unsuspect 
j^g enemy who would blame na­
ture for his misfortune.
•T he potentials of weather con 
Jwl fascinate a growing number 
of weather experts and scientistSj 
< •  A tiny*̂  start has been made, 
^fiideed, as in seeding clouds with 
Bllver; iodide to create rain.
•  Weather control is within the 
(lealm of possibility, meteorol-
We simply don’t know enough 
yet about the causes and • beha­
vior of weather. We ca%!t even 
make really accurate forecasts 
yet.
Melting or removing all the 
Arctic ice could boomerang, cau­
tions Dr. Grigori A. Avsyuk, pro­
fessor of geographical sciences of 
the U.S.S.R.’s Polar Research 
Institute, w ho  suggested the 
clearing of that ocean.
Ice removal by heat or mech­
anical means might start gla­
ciers growing nearby, or produce 
climatic or geographical changes 
elsewhere. Dr. Avsyuk says. So 
he suggests a careful interna­
tional study.
DANGEROUS HAZARDS
. Melting- that much ice could 
raise sea levels enough to flood 
London, New York, or the newly 
open^ Russian harbors, some
Western scientists add. Or winds 
blowing across an open northern 
sea might pick up enough mois­
ture to dump heavy snow  ̂ as far 
south as California and start a 
new ice age, . ■
In this era of atomic energy 
and space satellites, how can we 
be so ignorant of fundamental 
facts about weather?
Because we simply have never 
done enough weather research, 
two committees of experts con­
clude.
Only lately-has weather begun 
to attract much serious scientific 
attention, and two important 
bodies of experts are plumping 
for intensification of that effort. 
These are the Committee on 
Meteorology of k t h e  National 
Academy of- Sciences ■ and Na 
tional Research Council, and the 
advisory committee on weather 
control created by ̂ the U.S. - Cpn- 




CLARESHOLM. Alta. (CP) 
Oscar Fransen. sheep rancher, 
bricklayer, l a n d s  cape painter, 
cabinet maker, and woodcarver, 
claims the biggest handlebar 
moustache in Alberta.
But the diminutive, Swedish- 
bom bachelor. 73, keeps it well 
hidden. He lives at the end of a 
narrow prairie trail winding into 
the hills to his southern Alberta 
ranch, about 10 miles from this 
town of 2,500.
Taking time out from his wood- 
carvings and paintings, he built 
the fireplace in his ranch with a 
network of pipes bo that the 
smoke travels 50 feet before go­
ing outside — a heat - conserving 
measure.
His kitchen is painted in alter­
nating" stripes ol pink, blue and 
yellow. The kitchen, cabinets are 
opened by concealed levers— 
there are no knobs or handles.
About 30 years ago, Mr. Fran- 
sen built his own dam on his foot­
hills showplace and stocked it 
with trout. For years it provided 
dozens of Sunday guests with pot­
hole fishing, until the nool dried 
up this year for the first time.
Wjth trout in mind, he even 
built his own car — with fins 
Using an old Model T frame, he 
fashioned a body in the shape of 
a rainbow trout, with authentic 
coloring.
At one time, Mr. Fransen 
hitched his winter sleigh to an 
animal most prairie settlers pre­
fer to shoot on sight—the coyote.
He claims that coyotes, once 
harnessed and trained, are better 
than sled dogs. He trained them 
not to bite by thrusting a steel 





THE DAILY COURIER Q
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production of some 3<M),()00 tons 
of newsprint, is the pri»:iiwl 
,’eV consumer. ),
CORNER BROOKE. NOd. (CP)
—Die fast - growing demand for 
electric power in Newfoundland 
is expected to be satisfied for per­
haps four years when a new $2,- 
200,000 hydro-electric plant here 
bcains operation this month.
The project adds 12,000 horse 
power to the 156,000 horsepower 
capacity of the Bowater Power 
Company plant at Deer Lake, 
logging c o m m u n i t y  32 miles 
northwest of Corner Brook. Die 
new installation will be operated 
f remote control from here.
Bowatcr’s Newfoundland Pulp 
and Paper Mills, one of the 
world’s largest integrated pulp 
and paper j^lants with an annual'built in the United Kingdom.
pow )r
GENER.AL SUPPLY »
But the new plant will-Also 
serve the Nc’̂ foundland light 
and Power Company, a dislribul- 
ing agency for domestic consum­
ers, as well as Buchnns Mining 
Company and North Star Cement 
Ltd., two of Newfoundland’s lar­
gest industries. "
Milton Greene, manager of the 
power company, said industrial 
domestic demand for power in 
western Newfoundland has been 
steadily increasing f o r  some 
years. The new plant will pfo. 
vide for anticipated heeds .until 
1962.
The powerhouse is located. on 
Corner Brook Stream 9,500 feet 
from a dam. A penstock has been 
built to carry the water to the 
building housing two generators
TOP TROPHY FOR ARROW DESIGNER
Designer of the Arrow, the 
plane with which Can'ida hopes 
to set world flight records, 
James C. Floyd is awarded the 
McCurdy trophy, given only to 
those who have achieved prom­
inence ' in Canadian aviation. 
Before designing the Arrow, 
Floyd was chief of the design-
ing group that produced the 
CF-100 at Avro aircraft plant at 
' Malton, Ont. During the war he 
worked»on the design of the 
Lancaster, Britain’s most fa­
mous bomber. In 1950 he was 
awarded 4he Wright Brothers 
medal, the only non-American 
to receive the highest aviation 
award in the U.S. .
W ork Of P a ra p l^k
bruiser Grew
-  AUCKLAND, NlZ. (CP) ^  The 
curew of a New Zealand warship 
has returned wide-eyed at the
Sats of a native skin diver at olated Penrhyn Island, In the 
Iropical Cook group of the South 
Pacific.
• The New Z e a l a n d  frigate 
Pukakl called there after assist-
Sg in observations for the British -bomb test at Christmas Island. 
•Lt.-Cmdr. W. B. Elliott, com- 
Mandcr of the Pukakl, said a 
Seari diver, clad in diving helm<;t 
Mfid supplied with compressed 
frtr, wis working at 130 feet in 
Senrhyn Lagoon. He felt a tap on 
tbe shoulder, and turning round 
^Ickly saw In the pole murk the 
ginning face of a skirt diver. He 
wore neither helmet nor breath- 
Itig apparatus ,of any kind, yet 
quite happy at that great
depth. ' . . .
•  The diver was so astounded at 
ftolng the skin diver that 
iMmded him all the valuable pearl 
shell' he had collected. Crew 
Actrtbers timed the skin diver at 
^ 4  minutes under water.
■mother divers at the Island could
S>rform surprising feats by or- nary standards, tint this native 
outmatched any of them, Elliott 
^clarcd .
. * ‘’However, that Is not the end 
of the story,” he adacd. “The 
' ffext day the holmetcd dlvccr was 
: fcain working on the floor 6f the 
toBoon, and once again felt a tap 
on the shoulder. He turned with
t  smile of wel<x>me—and found mself smiling Into the face of a 
'Shark.’*
By PETER SMARK
CANBERRA (Reuters) — The 
one arm of an Australian, ex- 
servicenian artist is creating in
Canberra a hallowed place of 
stone, marble and glass for the 
Australian , National War Mem­
orial. which will become a mecca 
for pilgrimmages from all parts 
of Australia.
The artist, Napier Waller, who 
lost his right arm in the First 
World War as a: gunner, has used 
6,000,000 tiny pieces of glass mo­
saic to cover the walls and dome 
of the )80-fobt-high haD, making 
it the largert example of glass 
mosaic In the world.
DEAD OF YWO WARS 
The mosaic commemorates the 
war dead of the 193945 conflict 
and the hall’s stained glass -win­
dows those of the 1914-18 war..
Four twice-lifesize figures are 
set In the mosaic walls, repre­
senting the three armed forces 
and Australia’s servicewomen.
The naVy is symbolized by a 
rating about to^ hoist a destroy­
er’s battle ensign for entry into 
battle. Behind him is a compass, 
representing' the A u s t r  a 1 i a n 
Navy’s service on the seven seaf
A soldier, with his equipment 
dropped at his feet, thinks back 
on a job well done, and looks for 
ward to peace.
'An, airman is depleted survey­
ing the ruins of bombed Coventry 
Cathedral, surrounded by shat­
tered statuarjr among which is a 
hertd of Ch'rirt, while an intact 
gargoyle leers down, symbolizing 
power of war to destroy in min­
utes the accumulated beauty of 
centuries.
A servicewoman Is shown stand 
Ing Inside the entrance to a hos 
pital ward. Around her are the 
badges of the navy, army and air 
force. Above her Is a centaur, 
commemorating the nurses and 
other servicewomen who lost 
their lives in the' hospital ship o: 
that name in the Second Work. 
War.
The sun glows bn the dome, 
with the heavens surrounded by 
the stars of the Southern Cross, 
toward.^ whlch*bird - like forms 
rise through clouds above open 
hands. '
DEATH AND REBIRTH 
Waller uses this, to symbolize 
the earth surrcndcrlhg the spirits 
of . the dead to the heavens.
Apricot tllds in an apse will 
form the background to an 18- 
foot-high bronze statue of a serv­
iceman, to be cast in Italy.. The
statue, -aesigned %  represftir all 
three seiwices, .will be. nibuntec 
on a nine-foot'i marble base, -with 
a tapering,' 3()-foot-high marble 
column behind it. .
Giving the effect of dlm' cathe- 
fral light against the . predomi­
nant blue and grey mosaic of the 
wallŝ , the colors of the stained 
glass' windows -range through a 
hundred shades from the deepest 
sapphire and turquoise to the 
palest of blues and greys.
A polished .marble floor will re­
flect the ipulti-colors of the 
dome, the'figures and the win­
dows.
Leading to the hall are ' clois­
ters along each. side of'a court­
yard, w ith 'a '“pool of reflection.” 
On the walls of the cloisters are 
to be inscribed ip bronze the 
names of Austi;alia’s war dead
^y. TOM OCHILTREE
LO ^O N  (AP)—The big pow­
ers are making a fresh approach 
;o the summit—in secret this 
time.
They hope diplomatic negotia­
tions conducted privately will 
lead to a definition of possible 
areas of agreement in any sube- 
quent meeting of heads of gov­
ernment. .
For six months East and West 
have made their summit moves 
publicly through a series of let­
ters, notes and speeches. But 
surhmit manoeuvres being re 
sumed now in Moscow are being 
pto'yed quietly.
A foreign office spokesman told
CCF Chief Heads IWajor 
Party Bid in Manitoba
WINNIPEG (CP) — Lloyd C.lceeding E. A. Hansford. He has 
Stinson, 54, Manitoba CCF leader represented Winnipeg South in 
whose party is making its big-the past but this month is con­
gest effort so far in the Man- testing the riding of Osborne, one 
itoba general election June 16, is of those carved out of .his old 
a former United Church minister 
who is an idealist and'a practical
politician.
Lean and bespectacled, his ex­
pression is usually solemn, but 
when the occasion calls for it he 
can tell a good anecdote and 
flash an engaging'^ grin. A con­
fident and fluent speaker, he is 
skilled in debate.
Mr. Stinson has been a mem­
ber of the legislature ; since 19^
Neighbors Plant 
Crop For Sick 
Sask. Farmer
YORKTON, Sask. (CP)>- Dis­
trict farmer Allan Coleman, 38, 
lay in a Regina hospital for* three 
weeks 'while his neighbors, were 
busy, seeding their crops.
He soon had cause to give 
thanks. Thirteen n e i g h b o r s  
sl^owed tip at his farm one day 
at dawn with 10 tractors hauling 
discs', drills and'harrows.
By late afternoon they had 
seeded Coleman’s 40 acres o! 
wheat, 65 acres of barley and 30 
acres of oats, then returned home 




oke^a  ^  ■CCF’leati'CT m
Manitoba in December. 1951, suc-
I both East and West have agreed 
to keep the Moscow discussions 
confidential.”
He declined to tie dravfnMnto 
any discussion of what British 
Ambassador Sir Patrick Reilly 
talked about with Soviet Foreign 
Minister Andrei Gromyko for 45 
minutes Wednesday. ■ -
Reilly’s conversation and the 
expected individual meeting of 
American Ambassador Llewellyn 
Thompson and French Ambassa­
dor Maurice DeJean with Gro­
myko revived summit discus 
sions, dormant since May 5.
AGAINST PUBLIC ACTS 
. The Western powers have held 
all along' that striking public pos­
tures on the summit question 
smacked of propaganda and ade­
quate preparation^ of a top-level 
meeting would''take careful priv 
ate work.
In the last month there has 
been a halt to the Russians’ tech­
nique of writing letters to Presi­
dent Eisenhower and Prime Min­
ister Macmillan. In the Western 
view this respite has improved 
the chances for meaningful nego­
tiations.
Before the lull, the Russians 
agreed the ambassadorial nego­
tiations in Moscow could deal 
with niatters of substance — with 
such things as defining world 
tensions and exploring possible 
solutions.
Originally the Russians had 
wantod the ambassadors to deal 
only with procedural matters re­
lating to fixing time, place and 
composition of a foreign minis­
ters meeting—which both sides 
then would attend as a prelude 
to the summit conference Itself.
MEXICO CITY (AP) — Most 
Mexican merchants lower and 
lock iron shutters at nightfall, 
but times are changing.'
The Bank of Commerce has 
opened an all-glass bank. It has 
sides entirely of glass, from side­
walk to roof. Even the tellers’ 
windows are glass.
Merchants are gradually get­
ting away from iron shutters. 
They are being encouraged in 
this by city officials.
In the centre of town, many 
stores leave lights burning in 
glass show windows throughout 
toe night.
So far it’s worked out pretty 
well. A few windows have been 
shattered, but not many,
The traditional iron shutters 




An‘̂ outspoken critic of toe Lib­
eral - Progressive government, 
particularly in matters of health 
and welfare and penal reform, he 
now is attacking toe government 
as an old and tired organization 
that has been in power too long 
M r.. Stinson was born, in Man­
itoba iii 1904. His father was a 
farmer and livestock dealer at 
TfehernC, in the southwestern 
farming area of the province.
He went to school -at Treherne 
and graduated in arts from the 
University of Manitoba in 1930, 
Five years later he'̂  graduated in 
theology from United; College in 
Winnipeg." '
Married in 1930 to toe former 
Olive Elizabeth Spinks, he has _ 
one son and one daughter. He 
spent nine years as an active 
United Church Minister at Stony 
Mountain, Man., and in toe ^in- 
Inipeg suburb of Fort Garry.
THE FREEDOM YOU NEED...THE FIGURE YOU WANT!
Freedom-gtvtng Sorong tr a t  ^nd girdles really do something 
wonderful for your figow, for the'clothes you wear and the way 
you feel In your clothes. And whdi’s morei Sarong 
for laiting freshnessj ■
. foimiK Strtng r̂dto itllb the okHrist htrt Ws Sassf tylM tssltss,' atiti
yousit.wfllksriini lBtompIdefrMdMtllliBtTSlifc smirtlc k«L.$4.IL Otlwr
tippirgirfl*. Otter Svn9 |Ird«;,fniiilJi SsrsB|krat,frsm$Uf.
*Trod. Morb Ru’A
1 a i / l
C n a f t d b y
•"the choice of fashionable women the world over
GOTHIC •. SARONG • DA15Y WISH • NOlfCIC • ULV OR fRWCe • KBffORfl





1stA n n i v e r s a i y
June 5th, 6th, 7th, 9th, 10th
All Items in the Store 
So Hurry -  Hurry to  The
V A R IE TY  STORE





'Whether your hearing loss is 
in one car, or fco/A-̂ thc smait 
new Zen'ith Eyeglass Hearing 
, Aid meets your need, For the 
extra richness and realism of' 
“Binaural” or "Doth Ear" 
hearing, simply wear one unit 
at each liaet Sounds are 
round and full. The hard-of* 
hearing can better judge their 
distance and direction.
Coime in...or phone for a 
free home demonstration of 
the handsome new Zenith' 
Entcuifve for men, the rt*': 
morous new for wom­
en, or any of the eight other 
4 -and S-Uansistor Zenith 
quality Hearing Aids.
Try them on Zenith's i 
famous 10-Day Money-Back 
Guarantee of Satisfaction,
’ 'Time payments if desired,
KELOWNA 
OPTICAL CO.
1451 ELLIH 8T. PHONE 2987
Imm, llttma hiotA m S rtM*4 s«*<





“ Y o u  s h o u l d ’v e  s e e n  
t h e  o n e  t h a t  g o t  a v f d y ”
A atandirig Joke with fishermen. . .  but not so funny In 
business \dicn a good plan to improve your business or 
product wriggles off the line for lackof proper fmaiicihg.
Many a businessman has learned from experience that 
tltc dffference between “landing” hnd “losing” the big 
one is often the financial counsel and backing he receives 
from, bis B of M manager in his day-to-day operations. 
T hat’s wliy. it wpU pay you to discuss your plans with
your B of M manager. , I '
- You will ,like his helpful, Interested apptnach to your 
problems. And you caii count on this; tohttn you ask for 
a loan at tfie B of M, yoU do riot ask a favour . . ,  if your 
proposition is sound arid reasonable, there's money for 
you at the Bank of Montreal,
B a n k To f  M o n t r e a l
/  1
7
CCOPFlUrV’ FARRELL Msasger 
AI.AN HICJtlBY, MsosBrt
Kelowna Branch:
Wciibimk Branch: v.' \(Open Mon,, 'Wed., Diura. alto Friday 4,30 to <i 00 p.m.) 
pcxchland (i^ub-Agency): . Open Tiiciday and Friday
WORKING WITH CANADIANS IN fVIRY WALK Of  l i f e • 17.4IZII
J




Shop and Save 
The United W ay
s w iF rs
PREM
12 oz. tin
2 fo r 93c
KELLOGG'S
Corn Flakes
12 or. n n ^
pkg. .  .





16 oz. 32  oz.
29c 49c






16 O Z . 47c %





S t o t t
VUi Y®“*
»n4 9® ' S t o t t S H O P
UNITED PURITY
lb .  4 5 c









LETTUCE a  2  «or 25c
\ ,
^ E |  E D V  Malko Mac,
V C L C H  I  Cello Wrapped. Lb. .
LEM0 NSaL6 <̂2 5 c
For The Fres/i PRODUCE 
SHOP at Your Friendly 
UNITED PURITY STORE
C O n A G E  R O L L S
Maple Leaf, Ready to Serve, cryovac.  jb.
Cooked M e a tlQ r
Variety, Maple Leaf, 6 oz. p k g . . ,^ *
BOLOGNA
Maple Leaf, .sliced or picte. lb , ..
SAUSAGE
Skinless, Maple Leaf, l  ib. pkg.




R egular.  .
$5)000 CASH PRIZE
' V " ' .............. ..........— . .............................. ........................
Malkin's "NAME THE NEW BLEND" Cpntest
WE NEED YOUR HELP!
WE HAVE, brand new modbrn coffee rodbtlng and milling 
eqiiipmcnt installed. ,
WE HAVE art entirely new process coffee.
WE NEED p new name for our new blend.
The Winning Entry may pay You as much as $5 ,̂000.
' Get yonr entry^jforms at your United Puflly Stqrea I
FR^E DELtVERY^is as near as your phone from
HALL BROTHERS LTD.
. Okanagan Mission
BOB'S DELUXE MEATS 
ANDGRbCERIES
2902 PcBdn»l St. —  Phone 2763
HARDIE'S OENERAL STORE
R iri LAND PHONE 2552
ED'S GROCERY
1271 Glenmore Rd. Phone 4280
P E H M A N  BROS.
1302 St. Paul SL
NEWTON'S GROCERY
857 Enis Sf. .1 ■
' Ce n t r a l  STORE




' ■ V. V Pow ler “ ' '
NOTON &  SIMKINS '
' 2091 Richter S(.,
KLO GROCERY
EAST KELOWNA r -  PHONE 6964
If <'» ' 'i ''v̂ '
No Vacation For W a n t A d s -T K e y  W o rk  Every D a y -C a ll 4 4 4 5
3HB DAILY COUBIEB 1A
■raUB., JUNE 5.
Weddings
Property For Sale Aiito Financing
NiaiOLSON-RITCHlE-M First 
United Church. Kelowna, Const. 
Donald Wilbert Nicholson, elder 
son of Mr. and Mrs. W. R. 
Nicholson; Young’s Point, Ont., to 
Margaret jeaneen Ritchie, youn^ 
er daughter of Mr. and Mr*. 
Rae G. Ritchie, Kelowna, on 
Wednesday, May 28, Rev. R. S. 
Lcltch officiating. - 235
Deaths
LAKESHORE LOT AT C A SA  LO M A  
FOR SALE
Situated just south of the bridge. No hills to climb, 
70 feet X 135 feet on clean protected beach. See the 
new homes in this popular lakeshore subdivision. 
FULL PRICE $5,000.00 —  TERMS ‘
Charles D. Gaddes Real Estate
2S8 Bernard Are. Phone 3227
235
PAYN'TER — Mrs. Margaret 
Paynter, aged 77, of Westbank, 
passed away in Kelowna General 
Hospital on Wednesday. June 4. 
Funeral services will be held at 
St, George’s Anglican Church. 
Westbank, on Saturday, Ju.ne 7 at 
2:00 p.m. Rev. A. A. T. Northruo 
officiating. Interment Westbank 
Cemetery. Mrs. Paynter is sur- 
vived by her husband, Edwin, 
live daughters, vtwo sons, eighteen 
grandchildren, twd sisters 'and 
one brother. Kelowna Funeral 
tiirectors have been entrusted 
with the arrangements. Memorial 
donations may be sent to the 
Crippled Children’s Fund, 235
FINANCING A CAR? BETORE 
you buy, ask us about fmr Low 
Cost Financing Service with 
complete insurance coverage. 
Carruthers & Meikle Ltd., 304 
Bernard Avc.. Kelowna.
233, 234. 235. 245, 246. 247
Trailers
NEW AND USED 16 FT. HOUSE 
trailers. Also large mobile 
homes. Phone 8742. 233
Help Wanted (Male)
WANTEDQUALIFIED BARMAN 
for Interior Social Club:




COOPBRA’nV E P A C K IN  G 
house In Penticton requires an 
employee who can fill the dual 
position of a Cold 'Storage opera 
tor and shipper. Cold storage 
plant is automatic. Help required 
for loading cars to be supplied. 
Applications are to be in writing, 
stating salary required and sub­
mitted to the local National Em­





280 Bernard Ave. 
Members of the Investment 
Dealers’ Association of Canada 
YCNlay*a Eastern Prtecs 
las at 12 nooQl 
AVERAGES (Noon)
••BARRETTS TRAILER SALES” 
Terry and Alio
467 Main St.. Penticton. Ph. 4822
244
Property For Sale
The Interior’! Finest Mortuary
DAY’S FUNERAL SERVICE 
« LTD,
We offer you the comforting 
services that^can only be foun^ 
in suitable surroundings.




HYPNOTISM CAN CURE Smok­
ing, other bad habits, and neurotic^ 
ailments. For information write 




Young Woman w ith  5 years 
experience in office routine 
and bookkeeping desires em- 
aloyment. References may 
3e obtained.
PHONE 8505 
or w rite •
Box 5333 DAILY COURIER
233
RANCH STYLE 
H O M E
Ranch style, NJl.A. home. Only 
2 years old. Close to lake and 
Just outside'of city. 3 bedrooms, 
modem electric kitchen, large 
livingroom, with Roman brick 
fireplace, dining area and many 
extras. Automatic oil heat, car­
port. ^
FULL PRICE ONLY $16,800 
WITH $4,200 DOWN
JO H N S T O N  8 . TAYLOR
REAL ESTATE AND 
INSURANCE AGENTS 
418 Bernard Ave., Radio Building 
Phone 2846
Evening! 2975, 4454 or 2942
tf
INTERIOR MOBILE HOMES 
Rutland Rd. and Venion Highway
Call or phone for information on 
new or used trailers. Also house 
trwler hauling. Fully insured, 




DEALERS IN ALL TYPES OF 
used equipment; mill, mine and 
logging supplies; new and u s ^  
whe rope; pipe and fittings, chain 
steel plate and shapes. Atlas Iron 
and Metals Ltd., 250 Prior S t . 
Vancouver, B.C., Phone Mutual 
J-6357. ’TH-S-tf
FAST REPAIR SERVICE ON 
power mowers, tillers, power 
chain saws and all small power 
equipment. Maxson’s Sport and 
Service Centre, 235 Bernard Ave 
Th., Sat.tf
JUNG’S SHOE REPAIR. LOW 
Prices. Knives and scissors 
sharpened 20c; also hand saws. 
267 Leon Ave. Th-tf
FOR THE BEST IN PORTRAIT 
and Commercial Photography, 
developing, printing, and en­
larging.
POPE’S PHOTO STUDIO 
Dial 2883 535 Bernard Ave
TH-tf
FOR CEMENT FINISHING 
bricklaying, phone 6243̂
SEPTIC TANKS AND GREASE 
traps cleaned, vacuum equipped 
Interior Septic Tank Service 
Phone 2674. I M
WE DO ANY KIND OF CEMENT 
and carpenter work. Phone 2028 
after 6 p.m, J. Wanner. 240
Boats and Engines
IDEAL LAKE BOAT 
FOR SALE
16’ Vancouver built Clinker 
7^  HP Scott-Attwater 
Bail-a-matic
Phone 2220 or 4126
Dow Jones
Industrials 467.31 -1.27
Rails 116.18 -f .25
Utilities 78.50 -  .16
Toronto
Industrials 444.50 — .36
Golds 84.77 — .10
Base Metals 154.32 — .56
Oils 138.30 -f,.17
ROOM AND BOARD By Gene Ahern
% aas advvtiws erasw*
VAS A SKEAKY * NEVEK BOmSXSP AtE VWEN I CUMR
tf
COMMERCIAL PROPERTY — 
Two blocks south of Post Office. 
Phone 4464 or 8194. ^  239
1957 17-FT. PLYWOOD BOAT 
Gulf Master Runabout with 1058 
50 hp Evinrude outboard electric 
start, complete with new battery 
and cruise-a-day tank. Will sell 
complete or separate offers. To 
view phone 8872. _______ 237
LARGE COMFORTABLE Family 
home in City, Open fireplace, 
newly decorated, fruit trees, close 
to lake and all conveniences. 
$2,000.00 down. Phone 4503. 235
For Rent
PRINCE CRARLES lodge
Rooms by day, week, month 
Community kitchen, all facilities 
K4 Bernard Ave. Phone 4124
239
Pets and Supplies
THE BERNARD LODGE 
Rooms by day, week, month, also 
housekeeping. 911 Bernard Ave., 
phono 2215. tf
SUITES AND ROOMS AT C & C 
Apartments. Edgewood • Road, 
Bankhead. Phone 8613. tf
NEW PARTLY FURNISHED 
Suite near hospital. Phone 7704.
tf_s_
FURNISHED BRIGHT HOUSE­
KEEPING room. Phone 8449, 
1151 St. Paul St. • 235
LIGHT HOUSEKEEPING BED­
ROOM and kitchenette for work­
ing person, preferably man. Ap­
ply 1032 Leon Ave. ’ 240
NEWLY DECORATED TWO 
bedroom, fully modern, ŝelf- 
contained suite. For small family 
or couple. , nondrinkers and non- 
smokers. $55.month. Phone 3389.
237
H e r e 's  a  f la s h  f ro m  
O k a n a g a n  I n v e s tm e n t s  
L td .
Are you looking for a small 
stone fruit orchard in a choice 
residential area near the lake? 
If so, we have it . . . complete 
with a cotta^. This is a wonder­
ful chance .for a city family to 
move to the country and get an 
additional income without too 
much work. Crop prospects for 
the cherries and cots there are 
excellent. There is a fine build­
ing site for the future. The owner 
MUST sell.
See us now for more information 
Phone Bill JoUey or Art Pollard 
2,33 2, or call at
O k a n a g a n  I n v e s tm e n t s
LIMITED
’ in person at .
280 Bernard Avenue NOW
235
BEAUTIFUL R H O D E S I A N  
Ridgeback pups. Odorless. Guar 
anteed satisfactory; and Lap 
Airdales. 12243 Gladstone Rd., 









Aluminum * 26V* 26%
B.C. Forest 10% 11
B.C. Phone 40% 41
B.C. Power 39% 39%
Bell Phone 97% , 98%
Can. Brew 31 31V*
Can. Cement 31% 31%
Canada Iron 27% 28
CPR 26 26%
Cons. M. and S. 18% 18V4
Crown Zell 19 20
Dist. Seagrams 28% 28%
Dorn. Stores 6414 64%
Dom.i Tar 12% 12%
Fam. Players 18% 18%
Ford “A” 79% 80
Ind. Acc, Corpn. 33% 33%
Inter. Nickel 7414 74%
KeUy Doug “A” 5%
Lucky Lager 5
Massey 71'g
McMlUan ‘B” 29 .
Ok. HeUcopteri 2.8Y
Ok. Hel. Pfd, 9%
Ok. Phone H14
Powell River 32 t
A, V. Roe 15






B.A. Oil 46 40V4
Cdn. Delhi 6% 6%
Cdn. Husky 14% 14%
Cdn. CHI 28% 26%
Home OU “A’* 18% 18%
Home Oil “B” 18̂ 4 19
Imp. Oil 42 42»i
Inland Gas 5% 5%
McColl Fron 59 C
Pacific Pete 18% 19
Provo V 2.63 2.65
BONDS
Bid Asked
B.A. OU 5%-77 101%
B.C. Elec. 5%-77 101% —




ex wts. 6-77 99% 101
Loblaw 6-77 103 104
Westcoast “C*
5%-88 95 97
Woodward’s 5-77 115 117
Woodward's 5-78 106 107
. »4 »CyA.W 
WHN TWOC UKElE 
BSrr ».>SK> ON 
BUT m ? SO 
TYPlCAlr 
OPKlAA;
never BOmSXSP AtE HEN I CX ŜSD 
MCUNtAlNŜ TVCN HE BSKWWr.iP THE 
SU0U2CT ABOUT TWS LOOSE RASH»«5 
AMO SWN.SIES AKDUKO OUR 
BE»40 IN KEEO OC ANP SAID
, rP BE THE IPEAU A\AN TO 00 7H£
‘ •305...TWXr
/"fM aiAP T PUCXSP 
friAT OU> M\X>SkS SAW 4t£-/ AOVT 
,t\f ̂ ê̂ ÔCX:>AX 7ALK>Jt3 CX AM> (3AB ^
•X.. tXOOPSP*.
A hjmxsdto
ON? AS"PO 7h £ JOB! 6-5
TOP MARKET PRICES PAID 
for scrap iron, steel, brass cop­
per, lead, etc. Honest grading 
Prompt - payment made. Atlas 
Iron and Metals Ltd.,' 250 Prior 
St., Vancouver, B.C. Phone
• 1 I'CDC'T-Mutual Jli6357;
SCRAP STEEL AND METALS 
Top prices. Old car bodies our 
specialty. Commercial Steel 
Metals, 6136 Willingdon, Rurnaby 
2, Vancouver, B.C.
DRAPES EXPERTLY MADE — 
Free estimates. Dorb Guest. 
Phone 2481. tf
GENERAL CONTRACTING, al­
terations and repairs. Estimates 
given free. Phone SO-8-5512. 256
A. C. POLLARD 
B.C. LAND SURVEYOR 
Kelowna
Room 1, 453 Lawrence Ave. 
Phone 3903
Vernon




One, two and three bedroom 
suited. Private entrances. Separ­
ate basement for ea6h suite. No 
halls, pumice block walls and 
partitions for sound proofing. In 
dividual gas heating and hot 
water tanks. Parking space, 
lawns as soon as possible. Qose 
to downtown, and schools. Quiet 
street. Available approximately 
by Augi 1. Apply early for choice 
of suites at ;
2207 LONG ST., KELOWNA 
or PHONE 4324
231,233,235,^37
NEEDED IMMEDIATELY — . 
ladies to work four hours daily, 
servicing Avon customers In their 
vicinity. Phone 8966 Monday, 
June 9, Miss L, Bradd. 237
CABIN — $18 PER MONTH. One 
person, prefer pensioner or qmet 
person ~Box 253 Westbank.
M-TH-tf
Articles For Sale
HEINTZMAN MEDIUM PIANO 
— Natural oak, condition excel 
lent. Phone 3216. 237
DOLL BUGGY, WAGON AND 
boy’s bicycle — Like new. Phone 
8549. 237
LAKE SHORE SPECIAL .
5(X) ft. lake shore, approx. 7 
mUes from Vernon on Okanagan 
Lakei 3.75 acres, private, access 
road, pbwer. $3,^.00. Half cash. 
KRIPPS REALTY LTD. 
VERNON, B.C.
235
LARGE FOUNTAlNi LARGE two 
door refrigerator, griUs, large 
magazine stand. 633 Harvey Ave. 
Phone 7048. _ 240
VACUUM CLEANER — $^.00 
complete, like new,- Phone 2842 
noon or evenings. 236
lakeshor 'e  hom e
Less than’year old. Three bed­
rooms, family room. Phone 8100 
between 3:30 and 4:30 only, tf
Property Wanted
MUTUAL FUNDS
All Cdn Comp., 6.45 7.01
AU Cdn Div 6.52 6.00
Cdn Invest Fund 8.36 9.17
Divers ••B” 3.15 3.45
Grouped Income 3.44 3.76
Gr. Inc. Accum. 4.54 4.96
Investors’, Mut. 9.'86 10.66
’I^ns-Caiiada “B” 24.80 —
’Trans-Canada 5.10 5.50
had noted in it allegations that 
United States bombers were fly­
ing over Canadian territory arm­
ed with nuclear warheads.
He did not want to cOmpUcat* 
the situation by posing a question 
now but he asked the prime 
mlni.ster to take notice that it was 
a point on which he would later 
seek clarification.
Mr. pieefnbaker thanked Mr. 
Pearson and said he would deal 















North Ont. Gas 
'Trans, Can Pipe 
















GOLF CLUBS'AND BAG—$25,00. 
Apply by phone to 3737 or 1456 
St. Paul St. 236
“DUTCH AUCTION” — MAKE 
us an offer^on'these new ranges, 
water heater^and clothes driers, 
at Rockgas Propane Ltd., 526 
Bernard. Phone ^44. ,238
TWO BEDROOM M O D E R N  
house. FuU basement* preferred. 
Must be cheap for cash. M. Yak- 
ymishen, General Delivery, Kel­
owna. 240
Business Opportunities
TWO ROOM FURNISHED SuKe 
Newly decorated. Phone 2234. 
Under now management. 236
W A N T E D  A PRACTICAL 
NURSE or nurse’s aid to live in. 
Phone 2063. .tf
WANTED. — SALESWOMAN for 
■steady afternoon employment in 
hiirdware and housewares. Please 
apply to Box 5256 Dally Courier, 
stating previous experience and 
qualifications. 229, 235
SELLING HALF INTEREST IN 
new business In Penticton netting 
$12,000 a year. Reply to Box 
5198M, Daily Courier. 237
HOUSE, CAR, HOUSEHOLD and 
other goods, such as electric 
range, piano, electric hand saw, 
tape recorder, dining set, etc. 
2041 Keller Place, phone 8117. No 
Saturday calls. - 236
YOU CAN ORDER
PH O T O  PR IN TS 
o f  N e w s  P i c t u r e s ^
PUBLISHED m
T h e  D a ily  C o u r ie r
Taken by our photographer. It is 
easy to get-souvenir photos of the 
time you were in the news. Send 
them to your friends or t)ut them 
in your album.
Large Glossy 6% x 8% ^
Only $1.00 
NO PHONE ORDERS PLEASE
Order at the Business Office
T h e  D aily  C o u r ie r
TORNADO
(Continued From Page 1
aken from the ruins at Colfax, 
yhere ; police radio reports said 
half the buildings of that comr 
munity s. of about l.OtJO were 
smashed. Injuries also were re­
ported heavy at Cedar Falls, an­
other Dunn County community 
near here. - ,
Three mote were, killed ne£(r 
Chippewa Falls; Four died in this 
territory, .two at Knapp and one 
near Wilson in St. Croix County, 
where the storm first struck. 
SCORES HOMELESS 
Forty persons were admitted to 
Meiiomonie Memorial Hospital.
Scores of the-homeless, after 
often fruitless combjng of the 
wreckage for prized- belongings, 
were taken into homes of rela­
tives ahd neighbors.
Ambulances and police cars 
rushed whole blood to the hospi­
tals from the twin cities of Mip- 
neapolis and St. Paul aS supplies 
started slumping Under the heavy 
drain.
'The storm smashed into Wis- 
cc^isin after spawning two torna­
does acrosb north-central Minne­
sota. A score' of# farms were rav­
aged, hundreds of trees toppled 
afld lake cottages damaged, but 
ihere Vere re^ljs^pf only minor 
Casualties. ' '
' A tornado hit in the same gen­
eral area May 18. and <Rd hea'vy 




ter Diefenbaker says his latest 
letter from Premier Nikita 
Khrushchev Indicates ’’continu­
ing refusal” )>y Russia to under­
stand Canada’s position on Arc­
tic nuclear inspection.
The letter, delivered to him 
Saturday by Soviet Ambassador 
Dmitri Chuvahln, y/M “not en­
tirely negative,” however, Mr. 
Diefenbaker told the Commons.
“It indicates willingness- to go 
along with a proposal of Presi- 
|lent Eisenhower for discussions 
in ..connection with a suspension 
of nuclear tests.”
TBe Communist premiers* let­
ter was in Tdply to one Mr. Dlef- 
fcnbaker directed to him May 9. 
STUDIED WITH CARE 
The contents of this letter have 
received careful s tu ^  in the 
hope th a t , they might contain 
some hope of progress toward the 
solution of the differences be­
tween our two countries,” Mr. 
Diefenbaker said.
Unfortunately they revedl the 
continuing refusal on the part of 
Mr. Khrushchev to understand 
the continuing support of the Ca­
nadian government of proposals 
for mutual inspection of Arctic 
areas put forward by the United 
States in the Securi^ Council of 
the United Nations.”
’ That support was an “honest 
endeavor oh the part of Canada" 
for policies which might reduce 
tt ê area,of difference. 1
!‘We have not had, .'nor do we 
have; any Ihtentibri^ of iihposirig
Select Your Party 
and TV time Treats 








D fllR V Q U E IN
tf
(Continued From Page 1
TWO ROOM FURNISHED Suite 
. Call 1660 Ethel St. Phone 3670.
236
lovely  LAKESHORE HOME ■
3 bedrooms, available Juno 15 to 
30. Near Bluebird Camp. Phone 
4193. 237
Wanted To Rent
WANTED W I T H I N  NEXT 
month or two, an office clerk, 
preferably lady over 20 years of 
age. No special training required 
but should have pleasant person­
ality, as will be necessary to act 
os ossistant receptionist, and 
typing would bo an advantage. 
Please opply tp Box 5074M, Dally 
Courier, stating ago and office 
expcrlcnco If any. M-Thurs-tf
THREE BEDROOM MODERN 
house, within, 6-10 miles of Kel 
pwna, by responsible tenants, by 
September 1. Phono 8712. tf
REQUIRED, SOMEONE TO ES­
TABLISH Ladies’ Ready-to-Wear 
at Goldeh, B.C. Good opportunity. 
For details apply Box 5403M, 
Dally Courier. 237
NANAIMO (CP) — Recreation 
Minister Earle Westwood says he 
will ask the federal government 
to match the province dollar for 
dollar in a $2,000,000 B.C. park 
dev"opment program. Address­
ing a service club Wednesday, 
Mr. Westwood said he plans to 
go to Ottawa in about two weeks 
to present the. proposition. The 
B.C. government will put up $1,- 
000,000 for park development If 
the federal government matches 
it. .
Cars And Trucks
1956 NINE PASSENGER VOLKS­
WAGEN Bus — Almost new en­
gine. New transmission and front 
end and brand new tires. Full
Srice only $1,895,00. Mervyn lotors Ltd. , 235
Board and Room
1957 FOUR DOOR CHEVROLET 
r— Good condition, 2041 Keller 
Place, phone 8117, No Saturday 
balls. 236
R()OM AND BOARD FOR ELD­
ERLY people. Phono 4575 or 
call 809 Harvey. ?43
W A N T E D
RELIABLE SALESLADY
Apply In person to /





Reltablo Boys fqr 
’■Street'Sales ^
I Apply to
The Circulation M anager,
THE 'DAILY COURIER
WK HAV®roilred but smt.'acllve m m  a* ai
estimator eftttW On n w  hoiriii 
coasUucUdn.^.C6lnnd»t()(l tapkls 
car
'lifcll' dUlriltriCllfttW/' but M' L 
way to augment yoUrrpresent in 
come tv
month. Apply . ^  Dally
Couricir., ' .
ESMCWD LUMBER CO.. LTD., 
'or aU Ruildiug Supplies. Special- 
zlrig, in. Plywood. Contractors. 
iCnqulrics solicited. Phone or 
wire orders collect, 3600 E. 
Hastings St., Vancouver, B.C.. 
Glcnburn 1500. tf
f - '-----.1",' - ■y
t h e  GUEST HOUSE 




MODEL A FORD— NEW tires, 
new engine. One owner. Phone 
6051. 230
1948, MORRIS SEDAN With 
leather upholstery, good, tires, 
-solid body and motor. ,'In good 
running condition. Full price ohly 
$195.00. Mervyn Motors Ltd. 235
WATCH -CARS AND TRUCKS 
for sale"—there are some,, great 
bargains listed every Issue of the 
Courier, 32-tff
WELL BRED SADDLE MARE, 
also 2 year old Polomino, half 
Arabian colt. Mrs. H. Fcttcrly, 
Cawston, B.C, - 235
1941 CHEVROLET -  GOOD Ckm 
diUon. Reasonable. Ca|l at 2541 
Pondqzl 6t. 235
1950 METEOR SEDAlNl — Good 
body,' ihotor nri^ tires.’Full price 
$495.00. Mervyn Motors Ltd.
jL ' ■ ^
Farm Produce
WILL SELL FOR REASONABLE 
cash'offer -> 1957 half-ton Ford 
Delux. Will tnke small trado. 
Phone 4025 days, 3422 evenings.
238
FRESH EGGS DAILY — FREE 
delivery ' within Gty Limits. 
Phone 8720 or 4575. 243
STRA^piiCiUES. PICK YOUR 
own JI.2S crate. Turn right at 
Westbank Drug Store, '2 miles. 
A. L, Evltt 237
Bardenlng and Nurseiy
iBO^rlrtOUSESMALL 
TOES’ at a  Mori 





No white space. 
Minimum 10 words.
I Insertion ------   per word
a consecutive'' , 
insertions per word a%4
consecutive Insertions 
or more ---- per word 2t
ClaaaUled DUjplay
One insertion .........  - ...$1.12 Inch
3 consecutive
Insertions     1.05 inch
consecutive Insertions
or morb ,,  .95 Inch
Classified Cards 
3 count lines dolly 9.00 month 
Dally for.O mouths — 8.50 month 
Each addlUonal line .  2.00 month 
One Inch dally HAO month 






1956 BLACK DELUX VOLKS­
WAGEN — With custom radio 
nnd red leather upholstery. Very 
clean inside nndrout. Only'$1,350 
full price. Mervyn Motors Ltd,
235
1952 M e r c u r y  c o n v e r t ib l e
>•. Automatic, now top nnd natht; 
While wall tires, electric windows, 
radio and heater. Phono 86W 
evenings or call at 2374 Pcnuozl.
.. FBR QUICK RESULTS
w  cBiURIER CLASStnCDS
TO N IG H T




, Rock Hudson 
Donna Reed 
— ALSO —
a m  "URANIUM BOOM"
Dennis Morgan 
Fafricla Medina .
fessional , Women's (Jlub, and 
worth $100; Boys Hi-Y. Scholar­
ship, $100; Jack McMillan schol­
arship, donated by the lODE, 
$25. •
(Winners of the six Canadian 
Legion, Branch 26, Kelowna, 
scholarships, open to the entire 
school district, will not be nam 
ed until final examination re 
suits are khown.)
FAREWELL ADDRESS 
Valedictory (farewell) address 
on behalf of the graduates will be 
given by 18-year-61d Collins 
Meek, who came to Kelowna last 
year from Rossland. He, was 
chosen as valedictorian by the 
Grade XII students themselves, 
with the assistance of the tea­
chers.
Main speaker during the gra­
duating ceremonies will be O. L. 
Jones, former member , of Parli­
ament, while short addresses 
also will be given' by Principal 
W. J. Logie, Mayor Parkinson, 
C. E, Sladen; chairman of the 
board of trustees, School District 
23 (Kelowna), and Q. E, Johnson, 
d 1 '81 r  Ic t : suporjnterident of 
schools.
The gymnasium is expected to
be filled with well-wishing-• stu­
dents and parents ond interested 
onlookers.
After the, ceremony in the gym- 
noslum, coffee will bo served for 
the graduates and then', the an­
nual gCnduatlon dance will again 
begin-—in the auditorium. Danc­
ing will conclude at 1 a.m.___
system> of inspection . upon the 
Russians.” ; Canada’s «ole desire 
was to work out with the Rus­
sians a sysl;pm that would be ipul 
tually acceptable and give both 
a meJasufe of security against 
the threat of surprise air attack.
“We hope that the Soviet Union 
will epme^to recognize' that speh 
a system (Arctic inspection) is in 
the best interests' of both sides,” 
Mr. Diefenbaker said.
Touching on the letterts indieg 
tion of willingness to engage in 
discussions on the possibility of 
nuclear suspensions. \  the prime, 
minister added: “If it is to be 
carried out, goodwill and, fore- 
bearance are important on all 
sides.”
\yON!T TAKE ISSUE
I ntitls spiVit I refuse* to. take 
issue with misrepresehtations 
and wrongfuL allegation on the 
par of Mr, Khrushchev,” the 
prime, minister concluded.
Opposition Leader. Pearson said 
he had read of the Khrushchev 
letter outside of the House and
IF YOUR 
PAPER IS MISSED
Phone your carrier first 
Then if your Courier is not 
delivered by 7.00 p.m.
JUST TELEPHONE
, RUDYS TAXI 
2610
And a'copy will be 
despatched to you at once
This special delivery service 
is available nightly between 
7:00 p,io,. and 7:30 p.m.
TRY A  
COURIER 
W A N T  A D  















It nnable t<» eentael •  declev 
Dial 2722
DRUG STORES OPEN 
Smidiiys, liolidaya'aaA 
. » , ^Wefinesfiays •
s  pju, io, otsa iMw,
OSOTOOB Q U SIO I^ R O ^  
CanadiM and American, 
vustoms \
,24-hour serrie*!.'
C O hilN ^
Friday find Saturday 








I Dill Haley nnd His Comets





, BUY BOOK ’nCKETS AND SAVE 
NOW SO W IN G  — A GOOD I^AMILY PICTURE 
Twice Nightly at f:0C) arid 9:05
Figure 
Champ
In U.S. ln r i5 9
LUGANO, Switzerland, (AP)
1 The executive committee of the 
International Skating Union voted 
Wednesday to hold the J05) 
world figure skating ‘ charnplon 
ships In Colorado Springs, Colo, 
Feb, 24-28. '
Speed skotlng for men;, world 
championships at Oslo, Norway, 
Feb. 14 rind' W, and European 
chnmplon8hlp.4 at a yet undotar 
mined place In Sweden! Jan, 31 
Feb. 1.
The world speed skating, ebanv 
plonshlps for women will be 
at Sverdlovsk, Russia. Feb, 7 «l 
8, The European , flguina skating 
lampidnahips ' win be ( held 
avos, SwitzerlD , l rerinrid„ Febi 542.
i i ^ Y  (MIMTiuklNT
BENGAZI, Libya (APT - 
harassed Arab countrij^s ape con 
sidcring Lebanon’s complaint 
ogainst the United Arab Republic 
as a possible weapon (o force 
President Nasser to tone down 
the UAR propaganda. cAmpalgn 
throughout the Ar^b world.
H M M r iR S S IW
' -■RLsmt&su. Tm Q tm looH ar*
Lies / •
Satmi^y Continuous jfrom 1:00 p.m.
COMING MONDAY
''THE GIRt MOST LIKELY"
Oates Open
7:30
Show Start* at Dusk
I ivuiv/iittniEmrREEii^^
j m n n m
.OMMScarf'MMINMHnl
aM .B !haii.!ato .
DRIVE-III
VERNON -.'.mOlIWAY M NORTH AT CITY LIMITS
¥ \
THUt., JUNE 5. l i a THE DAILY COUBIEH
1 1
C O N T R A C T  B R I D G E
By B. JAY BKJKEB ,to le&rn as much as possible of 
<Toir Beconl-IMdcr to S fisten 'i^c  defenders* hand. A low heart 
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#K 88  
4A J104  
The Nddinf;
South Weit North Ktj 
1<# Pasa 2 #  H i 
3 NT Pass 3 #  FSi 
»NT Paaa 8NT
Opening lead—Jack of dia- 
■ tnond.s.
The problem confronting de­
clarer here is not an uncommon 
one. South finds himself in a six 
notrump contract and can be cer­
tain of twelve tricks—provided 
he knows whether to finesse East 
or West for the queen of clubs.
The diamond lead Is taken In 
dummy and South’s entire atten-
#tion is devoted to the task of locating the club queen. He has 
little to go on at this point—only 
the meager information furnished
ately losing at once a trick 
which would in any case eventual­
ly have to be lost.
West wins the heart and re­
turns a diamond. Dumnjy wins 
and cashes the king of hearts. 
When both oc^ponents follow suit, 
the eight of hearts is cashed, de­
clarer discarding.a low club.
Three rounds or spades are led 
and the king of diamonds is 
cashed, dummy discarding a 
club. By now ten tricks have been 
played! Dummy and declarer 
each had three clubs. The critical 
point is at hand
If declarer has kept track of 
everything that has happened, 
there is no question how the 
clubs should be played. The cor>- 
tract has become an absolute cer­
tainty.
West is known to have been 
dealt six diamonds since East 
failed to follow to the third round 
of diamonds. West also has shown 
up with three spadc.s and three 
hearts. Twelve of his thirteen' 
cards are thus accountej) for.
West’s hand originally, there­
fore, could not have contained 
more than one club.'
Accordingly, a club Is led tô  
the king. West follows suit, jflil 
entire hand is now uncovered; ,
East's hand’is known also. He 
must have been dealt Q-x-x-x of 
clubs since West was dealt a sin­
gleton club.
So a club Is led from dummy 
and the proven finesse Is tiiken.
1
by the first trick.
The ace of hearts Is cashed asjAs expected, it succeeds 




FOURTH ATOM SUB FOR U.S. FLEET
u
WMO-MIlCSAVyAY.
N/r IAPORE A LONG.BRISIC 
»«ALKW1He«ORNIN& fTSOKT 
OP GIVES YDll-WELL, A FtlRPO .̂
WHAT
PWtPOSEJf HUH? I  Tt 
MISS <S.MEAN-A 
^TONES?J f  WELUAi
OH-THEHBCKWnrH PRETENOIWJ
MTl WASTO BUMP INTO 
'Kbtt Mil. UNK 
KRESTOa NOW 
GO AHEAD AN£> 
BE SHOCKED'
WAS GERMANPllLBOX.PURlNQ WAX. 
FINE HlDE-OUTi YOU THINK!
WE HAVE breakfast, THEN YOU 
SIEEP.« t  GO MAKS CONTACT. IP 
AIL GOES WEU, tonight 
YOU TAKE OFF WITH 
RUSSIAN BIG SHOT.
■V
jys PLATFOKM BLCMfS UPjvsrAsme tims-topLEAVES BY A POflTHOLE... THE TOP IS blasted CLEAfî l
By Herman N. Bundesen. M.D.
How can you fight fatig îe? 
The best way. of course, is to 
. get adequate rest. There arc
#  times, I know, when you > just 
have to get a specific chore fin­
ished, when you feel you must 
press on despite your weariness. 
SHORT-TERM USE ONLY
There are various methods of
•  combatting fatigue, or giving 
I yourself a temporary Uft. I want
to emphasize that they should 
be used only for short-term 
emergencies. You will be court­
ing trouble if you use these meth­
o d  too frequently.
Coffee, tea and cola drinks, 
as most of you know, contain 
caffeine, which stimulates the 
brain and aids muscle contrac­
tion. Thus, it postpones fatigue, 
but it doesn’t actually prevent it. 
AVOID OVER-STIMULATION 
. Remember not to become 
over-stimulated. You are going 
to .want to sleep after you have 
completed your emergency task, 
so be careful not to drink so 
much coffee, tea or cola that it 
will keep you awake hours after
you have finished your work.
Small quantities of alcohol also 
can be temporary help. Alcohol, 
of course, , is a depressant, not a 
stimulant. However, a little aids 
In relieving tension and post­
poning fatigue.
SMOKING MAY HELP 
The same holds true for smok­
ing. Excessive ■ smoking will 
make you feel more tired. Smok' 
Ing a little will help, fight off 
fatigue. *1116 nicotine, you see, 
quickens the pulse rate and in- 
, creases the blood sugar supply 
I to the brain, thus relieving that 
\tired feeling.
At Groton, Conn., the Skip- 
Jack, the latest of the atomic 
submarines, glides down the 
ways to Join the three other nu­
clear subs of the U.S. navy. 
Sail diying planes. distinguish 
the Skipjack from her prede-
. 1 I ■ I 11.1 ; .......... ......... .
cessors. Nautilus, Scawolf and 
Skate, and make the new sub a 
pioneer in a hew principle in 
undersea navigation. She has 
one large screw instead-of the 




There are other ways of boos­
ing the blood sugar level, too. 
Frequent snacks are of value. 
Tests indicate that the blood 
sygar level rises to a peak with­
in an hour after eating a nig 
meal, then declines rapidly. ' 
The investigators report that 
eating four or five smaller meals 
keeps both the blood sugar and 
muscular- efficiency at a fairly 
constant high level.
CANDY SNACK '
Eating candy might be of some 
aid. This, of course, also in­
creases the blood sugar level.
Perhaps you can talk yourself 
into remaining alert. First, 
firmly establish your reasons for 
doing the task, theil grit your 
teeth and do it, postponing fa­
tigue by sheer determination. 
There are also the - so-called 
pep pills."'There is no doubt 
that they combat fatigue, but 
they may be habit-forming. I 
suggest you consult your owp 
doctor.before iising them. 
QUES'nON AND ANSWER 
W. C.: Will eating a few nuts 
a day have any harmful effects 
on the lining of the stoniach?
Answer: No, eating nuts is not 
harmful to the normal person. 
Nuts are d nutritious food.
FOR TOMOJKROW
'Trying to assess today's values 
may find you somewhat confused 
if you don’t look well below ^he 
surface. There are some con­
flicting Influences, but aim as 
high as possible and . you should 
make some gaihs.^In dealing with 
others, however, be careful not 
to foirce issues. - •
FOIL THE BIRTHDAY
If tomorrow .'is your birtojlay, 
your horoscope inmeates that the 
current month wi)l be, imusually 
propitious for work requiring 
imagination and originality; also 
for projects which require, good 
judgement and executive ability. 
Try to capitalize on your abilities
and make the most of this cycle, 
which will last through mid-July. 
Romance is also indicated in'the 
stars for June, as well as October, 
Personal interests shodld pros­
per during most of 1958 but, un­
less you determine to avoi^ it, 
you may experience some tensiop 
early in August. During July and 
late August, ..you shoiUd find 
social activities and travel in­
terests stimulating. September 
gives promise of isome fine «Fe- 
velopments where your Job is 
concerned. Expect good news of 
a personal' natuTf in December, 
'A child born on tjus day will 
be endowed with a fine mind 




inal Stritch was buried ^esday 
with a final display o f fdtmal 
sacred ceremony and informall 
human a f f e c t i o n .  Hundreds 
crowded into Holy Name Cath- 
dral for his funeral. Three card­
inals and more than 100 arch­
bishops and bishops prayed while 
a representative of the Pope sang 
the mass.
LO|TO0N (CP) — If Madam 
talks to the right fishmonger, she 
can - pick up a few pounds of 
dog’s teeth, piper, tope or ather- 
ine for dinner.
Af the next stall she may be 
offered the same choice, going 
under the names of old wife, 
latchet, nurse and silversides.
If she’s a recent arrival from 
Canada, she, may be confronted 
with a'string of additional aliases
without having the faintest Idea 
what she’ll find in her frying pan.
The names, most of them hal­
lowed by long-standing local tra­
ditions, have been compiled and 
published by the ministry of food 
and the itational Federation of 
Fishmongers as a guide to the 
perplexed hpusewifCi 
A few examples of aquatic syn­
onyms: \
Flake, nurse, larger spotted 
d 0  g f i s h, rough dog, black­
mouthed dogfish, tope, smooth- 
round, picked codfish, spur dog.
Smelt, atherine, 'silversides 
sand-smelt, sea smelt.
Gurnard (red, cuckoo, grey, 
streaked, lanthorn, a r m e d  or 
sapphirine), piper, tub, latchet.
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14. Place side 
by side 
































89. Dip out as 
, water 
41. Join 
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i tY  f^lRYPTOQUOTE -  Here’a how to woFk iU
~ ' I KX T . DL B' A AX It 1 ' '
Is , L O N O r  B L ' L O I f
One ^ tter sliniily stands for another. In this sample A la used 
for the threw L’a, X for the two O’a. etc Single letter.s, apcMtmphea, 
the length nnd fermatkm of the words are ell hints. Each day the 
code letters are different *
b S M : )  c i  J G  C M C  M U DC
............ .. ......." 'CS' J 'D'C
A CRTTOOXAM OUOTATION
M V i z  w 
1 M F 1 I VC IU  iVMtV DS MW 
- F R U T R W C I W .
, Yfilerday’s Cryptoquole: ^ l E  TUINC, GEi^ERALLY RAISED 
JN CITY LANI? IS TAXES WARNER, ,






















O N  HIS s e c o n d  D R m  HE 
SCORED A 27SrY A R D  
HOLE-M-ONE— WHICH OAt/E 
HIM A NET SCORE OF 3  
FOR THE HOLE
•Germany 
•WAS BUiLT BY COUNTCiRKSeNA (N 1561 




HAD ONE EYE' 
THAT WAS JET 
, BLACK AND 






WAS CARRIED IN 
THE |6th century ’m£N EACH (WEST mSEXPECTEDJO PROVtOEHISOWN
tableware
THE OLD HOME TOWN By Stanley
X '
HERBRomiepe'/M*t-AW , ------- , — >.
•THCN* VtoRKBP KARD^NOW HE CAN 
row  VeAWSS r —p 1 ?eL  ax- IHEl ĵsSs^
AV0KAMI4 .A' ( FEW JOBS OPITAI 
W O M K rJ/ /NOMATTCR  ̂
■NWHATLINP HUS 
I N - - - -------
1( - •IMhMM
HU ALWAYTS «enT3 
♦ <SOOP O N W A K fS’'’
MAMJ-r Pll?NT T (TCANT! the 
KNOW THIS ■nA.IE- \ craw C3F THAT -v 
TOP eeXXD BLAST I PUTRDRM M ADE\ 
JDFE LUCE TNAT.VSURe NOONCELSS 
WCXJLD EVER U6S 
IT. A TIME BOMB 
«AAVSUSAeid 
BOOST.'
ILL OET TW6 




JUST fW  MS
IXAVNONTNEBOCIC







TH IS WEEK- 
I’LL HIDE 
IT
IT’LL BE SAFE  




DAGXNOOQ I’M GOING 
TO THE DRUGSTORE- 
DO YOU HAVE 







' • j O
HI.GRANDMA.̂  MINO IF US 
SPACE MEN COME IN ?i
W E’D  U KB T ’ 
HELM ETS.
...FULL O ’ THESE GOOD OL’ 
BAKIN’S M E U S  BEFORE WC 
T/LKEOFPFOR TH’ MOQN.^
C M t.
3 Z 2 S E :
THEY'RE FtXINS 
THE ROAD! WATCH 
















( just what do  y ou  
iTHINK yOL/RE OOINS?
4 slit they  Ve  o o r 'i
--------- THE FILM, ^
DLL FIND ANOTHER PHONE TO 
CALL THE eHERIFP ABOUT
....  TRUCK CARRYING MV RUSTLEP STEERS.












THATe thsY  oh,Miauv« WCuL*I LHrweaECHO.v
APPR04CR< J YOM WMp DO IT/,
vanv v.BLLi I" J unior \  
WONT TAKH rnn tonic 
W(LU„. NOW WATCH 
. I W)MT HAPPBN9,,
) HOW4KW TRYWO 
, TWVB <lTONTMaBOV0 




A box sprinf 




4* X 6’ 2.39
6’ X 6’ ............ 3.49







•  QoaUty 
Chair......
MAPLE BUNK BEDS
Compete wUh Sprlng-fllled Mattress, 
Ladder and Rail.
Only . 0 0
RATTAN CHAIRSi
STURDY AND COMFORTABLE
, 9 f i e c 0  .
Jumbo Chrome Suite
138 88:
•  RANCH TYPE 
HEAVY TUBING 






...... 1 9 . 9 5 *
T
r j
FA M O U S
N A M E
b r a n d s
i X
JUST THE DEAl YOU'VE BEEN LOOKING FOR! 
SAVE ON ALL THE FURNITURE YOU NEED!
SH O W N  LEFT
3 7 . 7 5
Monthly
$1.» « a « • ,
DELUXE LIVINGROOM SUITE
2 pcc. Sleeper Lounge — Bullet TrW-itc Lamp -— Rug 
Tables — Radio —- Rattan Chair.,
Special 
Price .  ,




Flamingo Mahogany 3 pcc\. Rcclrobm Suite — 'Radio Headboard — Mr. and 
Mrs. Dresser — Large 4 Door Chiffonier — 220 Coil Mattres* — 2 bluffy 
J?lllow.i — 2 Plllrtvv Cases — W o <l32 thread count) Dan River Sheets — 
2 nil-wool Blankets — One Chenille'Bcd.sprcnd — Exquisite Bedroom Lamps 
— Rug..
'V '  ̂ . . , , ,
m o d e r n  KITCHEN GROUP
.Westinghouso Whaliing Machine — Fawcett 10^{. Shut-Off Gha Rangc — 
Qulcfresi 9 cu. ft. Deluxe Refrigerator — 5 pee. Clhrome Suite with stainless 
steel trim — Cutlery .Set Service for 6, stainless steel, --  32 pec, Set of 
Dishes — 6 Dish Towels — Box of Soap — fl V/atcr Glass Pots and, rona.
Price . 9 5
No MoneyjDown^ — $13.7S Monthly
■ ' . ' i
, 6 6
P r ic e  -
•; No Money Down 129.0(1 Montlily
4
TERMS
•  to w  Down ® Budget 
Payments Plans
I'i, ^
■)? ' ‘-ijifi ,i
■h '..'I'l';
; "
1*. 4'' KELOWNA -  VERNON -  PENTICTON 
WESTBANK -  KAMLOOPS
) ' I
,s
